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I Sumnmary Introduction

Since the appearance of the first report on the Geomagnotic Electro- .. -

kinetograph (von Arx 1947)* rosearch hz,s been directed toward an evaluation
of the capacities and limitations of the inztrument,. inffort has been spent
in both the field and laboratorv tLrv,,'c md t ..ra...ent of its operatioii and
on direct measurement of the effects of the physical environment on its
behavior. All of this work waf f£a'thored by help from the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory. Drs. Rumbaugh, liaxi;3ll, and Green and Messrs Bleil, Dobrin,
Haddad, and others of NOL were taost cooperative in providing technical in-
formation of both verbal and written kinds., Through them and the Hydro- I
graphic Office (Oceanographic Division) temporary loan of two re orts on
collateral researches (W4cKelvey ].94-4) atnd (Report 85 MoS.BuShips5 was se-
cured. During the summer the help of Messrs Osborn and Duys was also se-
cured ath.'H.O.I. for field and laboratory work. bir. Osborn reviewed the
existing literature on the Faradic Effect, and also made progress toward a
mathematical statement of the effect as it applies to the Electrokinetograph

(Oborn 1947). gro Duys was primarily concerned with the installation of
gear, repairs and maintenance, and stood relief watch on most of the cruises
at sea, Mr. Dobrin of NOL Joined the observing staff on Cruise B-16 of the
Balanus and made independent ameasurments of propnller noise and other effects
with NOL equipment (Dobrin 1947).

Following this cruise materials became available for the iianufacture
of NOL-type Silver-Silver Chloride electrodes. These electrodos are in many

ways superior to the U.H.O.I. type but they +*so have an unstable zero-point I
in changing environments of temperature and salinity which complicates field
procedures and hinder5 direct application of the Electrokinetograph principle
to navigational aidse Of the experiments conducted to measure the forward
speed of the ship, and its set in a current1 neither were wholly successful
because of zero-point drift. StudiLea of zero-point drift and i's dependence
on the temperature and salinity of the environment have been m:.1e in the
laboratory. Future work in this d:.rection faces the Law of Dim,.nishinr4 Re- I
turns and so it has been decided t') abandon further experimentu with elec-
trode materials and phenomena unti.. it can be arranjed for a ccnpetent
theoretical electrocheuitst to studj the problem.

Approximately six weeks were nent at ssa with the Electrc.kineto'raph
(Balanus Cruises 6,9,14,16 & 17 an-! Atlanti Cruise 149; see fi ure O) to

gather data on the validity of the instruinnt as a current measuring device.
Half of thic sea time was spent in water shoaler than 150 fathcs to de-
termine the effects of depth and b %ttm resistivity on the value of k the
correction coefficient in the fund -aental relationship

o" O 8 z(V ) 1 -8_k i(

(:) Reprinted and bound between th ue covers following the indeý:. This
report is essentially an announcon :nt of early results and contains a few

representative voltage traces togs her with Faraday's original 6tatement
of the physical effects which he e Pected would produce them. A
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The value of k was found to be unity everywhere outside the 50 fathom contour
regardless of bottom charactor, but to vary over wide ranges within that
depth for a number of reasonso,

These cruises also provided acquaintance with the "normal." voltage
trace. Hours on watch spent in followir4ng the trace as it was written on
the strip chart made it possible to discern characteristic voltage signa.
tures for various maneuvears of the ship and various kinds of water motions.
"SufTicient data were collected for a few tentative ideas to have beendeveloped concerning the water motions theutselves. Several experimental

Sailing plane were devised on thede cruoses designed to reveal further
details of the oceanographic features thirouh which the ship made oer way
and to gather theee data with the greatest economy of time and effortat Of
tho voltage signatures recorded a large number were ascribable to sources
other than water motions. These are called artifayts and have been satis-Sfactorily explained and distinjuished from t~he ýi-ater-motion signals. While

i earth-current signals are discussed under this heading, they are of natural

S~origin and have received separate study along with the control observations
•ii of earth-currents for the purpose of extracting these background signals•
I,, from the Blectrokinetograph records, An arbitrary scale of earth-current

intensities has been developed and standardized in absolute units and thechanges of the absolute magnitude of these intensities bet ween the land andthe sea have been measured a number of times, t
Instrumentation of the Electrokinetograph has been improved consider-

ably as has its general cbnvenience. Auxiliary circuits have been devised
which will control the amplitude of the wave signal and thus reveal the
amplitudes and characters of less obvious water motion signals, renew and ,adjust the electrode surfaces for proper operation without having to haul
the electrodes aboard, ,and also measure the electrode resistance without dis-
turbing their zero-porintr A Magnesyn compass has been installed on the
instrument panel so that the course of the ship can be studied both as a
check on the helmsman duing the execution of the 's ailings" and as a guideto the accuracy of current direction measurew .,a. The power supply section
is now divorced from the ship by a high grade isolation transformer &ad theinput voltage and frequency are presented on the panel by appropriate meters,

, These indicators and controla increase the stability of performance and,
time registration of the strip-chart recorder. The speed of response of
the recorder has been increased from 12 seconds full scale swMOp to 1.7
seconds. This enables most wave signals to be recorded without appreciable
mechanical amplitude suppression as was formerly the case.

The theory of the instrument has undergone further clarification from
the standpoints of both practical observation and mathematical analysis.
Certain qUestiozw are too cumbersome or obscure for effective mathematical
treatment but most of these can be answered by means of experiments in the
field. While this approach lacks academic elegance and to some extent
clouds the issues with uncertainty, it has been used in addition to the
-mathematical treatment whonever possible. Some of the present knowledge ofthe effects and capacities of the instrument is wholly of experimental originand some is desk work. The zone of overlap between the two is widening astime goes on, and as theory and practice are reconciled.

Spractce ar
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II Directional Errors, MaL.-dtude Errors

The deterraination of current di•octlon by mean= of the Elactrakineto-
graph is theoretically as exact as the prociLnon of voltage measurements
and theory of errorm will allow. But practicaIly, there are othir errors
to be accounted for as follo', : The directions along which voltage mesa-
urements are made are meau'urod by tho ship's compasas whioh ic subject to
small systematic and accidental errors, This coupass also acts as a guide
to the helmsman who does his best to curb itv. wanderings. In correcting
the course of the ship to mike the compass read the requested heading hiscourse yaws more or less from side to side of the heading depending on thewind and sea state. Ordinarily the yaw is of the order of 2 or 3 degrees,

but in bad weather it may reach 15 or even 20 degrees in small ships. The
r: interelectrode portion of the cable is about 2.5 times the ship's length

away and consequently yaws somewhat less than the ship does. But it must
yaw. For this reason a course must be held for a sufficient length of time
for the yawing process to pass through several cycles so that the voltage
changes from the turn signals generated can be averaged out. The turn sig- i
nals are negliglble but the sinusoidal path of the ship may be terminated at
any point in which case the average direction of the ship's course from the
initial point to the end point =Wy be different from the requested heading.
The amount of this difference has been studied during observations of currents
at sea.

For this study a remote indicating Magnesyn compass was installed

separately from the ship' s compass and the indicator placed on the panel
of the Electrokinetographo In this way the voltage signals and the .behavior
of the ship's head could be followed together. It was found that the turn
signals were inconsequential but that the yawing ranged between the values
given above. In general the helmsman "worked the wheel" about twice each I1' minute so that the period of the sinusoidal track in time is fairly uniformlyof the order of I azinut.a. In one minute the ship travels 600 feet at 6
oo ieknots and if the half-angle of yaw is 2.5 degrees the maximum distance off

V. the intended track is roughly 13 feet. Taken over a period of 4 minutes on
a Jog this amounts to an uncertainty of only 17 minutes of arc on either
side of the heading, closer than the accuracy of the conpass. But for yaws
having a half angle of 7.5 degrees the greatest departure i" about 40 feet
on either side of the course, which again over a 4 minute course amounts to
an uncertainty of about 1 degree on either aide of the steered heading. Thusthe probable error of heading for both courses is less than "- 2 degrees under
the most adverse conditions. On longer legs or in better weather or in big-
ger ships the probable error of heading becomes negligible, provided the
ship's coMPass is in good adjustment.

t Accrmpeult ing the directional error there is an error in magnitude of
the resultant voltage and the current calculated from each pair of component
Smeasurements, If the components are at right angles, as is standard prac-
tice, the greatest magnitude error occurs v.hen the resultant bisects this
angle and when the angular errors are in opposite directios from the rosul-
tent. To calculate the magnitude error, it is the angular difference between i
the lines connecting the true initial point with the true end point and the
intended end point of a component course that must be considered. In good

- ..... - -.v•- , _._____



weather, as explained above, this angle totals 34 minutes and rises to 2
degrees in bad weather. If the bad weather error is made in opposite direc-
tions on two component courses at 900 to each other and the resultant
bisects this angle the Lnsaeteat magnittide error is under 5%. A number of
axperiments in deep water i. ooth &ood and bad weather with control measure-
marts of current speed show that magnitude arrorS seldom axceed 5%.

The forward_ motion of the observing c~hip ha.3 no effect upon the recep-
tion of signals from the water, neither does it produce an error in the
direction between the compass heading of the ohip and that of the intereleo-
trode line. The basis of this avsertion ia cimply that the ship and the
electrode line in a current are acted upon by the same forces and relative
to +.he current there is no motion a-xept the forward motion of the ship and
the towed electrodes. Taking the bottom and the magnetic field of the earth
as the inertial system, however, there is more to consider. In t.his case
the progress of the ship and electrodes lies along the resultant composed
of the ship' s forward motion vector and the current vector. This still does
not alter the clgnment of the shipon keel and the electrode line, but does
produce a ltteral ci ponent of motion which is greatest when the ship issailing at right anwles to the current. In this case the cable connecting
the electrodes sweeps out an area per unit time which has the shape of a

square if the ship is hove-to across the current and the shape of a paral.-
ilelogram if the ship is underway. The area of the square (ab) is exactly
the same as that of the parallelogram (ab) no matter how fast the ship may
go since the lateral set of the ship (a) is not altered and neither is the
interelectrodo distance (b). The product of these two quantities define the
area swept by the interelectrode line per unit time.

If the ship is not sailing at. right angles to the current but at some
arbitrary angle e the area of sweep is determined by the product of the
set of the current per unit time and the interelectrode dietance corrected
for tCe cosine of G . Again the forward speed of the ship does not enter
and is of no consequence to the measurements.

This reazsing has omitted the effects of wind on the ship for the
good reason that wind causee trouble. Wind from any direction except dead
ahead and dead astern sets the ship without setting the electrodes. This
produces an error in aligronent between the heading of the ship and the
4aimath of the interelectrode line. The magnitude of this aneular error
depends upon the set the wind gives the ship rather than on the strength
of the wind itself. It can be defined easily as the ratio

Ship' s leeway (knots)S_ .. . .. . tan . (2N

Ship's spoed forward (knots) :tn 2

where a is the alignment error between the ship's keel and the electrode
cable. In the numerator it is the sideways motion (leeway) of the ship
that is important and not the total windage for the reason that the om-
ponent of windage parallel to the keel merely alters the ship's forward
speed. Forward speed is measurable by the log even though it is not en-
tirely imparted by the engines or sails. The greater the ship' s speed
through the water the amaller both tana .and &. itself become. This error

i i . '.. .. .. . .
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is quite large during rough weather in smrll ships like the Balanug which
makes leeway in beam winds and waves of force 4 as rapidly as 1 knot. Her
forward speed under such conditions must be reduced to 5 knots which brings
the value of iA to a little more than 11 dogrees. Much rougher weather
vas experienced on the Atlantie, a b.gger ship, deeper and heavier in all
respect* yet even her leeway woA betwoen half and three-quarters of a knot.
Her forward speed however, could be held at 7 knots without discomfort. In
this instance the value of b. wae 5 doerees; still not inconsiderable.
Fortunately this error is systematic, and if the ship' s windago can be
measured by chip or current meter ito components can be allowed for on all
headings and the current m~a~suroments corrected accordingly.

A similar alignment error will arise when the Electrokinetograph is
used for the measurement of deep currents. The observing ship floating in
the surface current wdll be cet by that current while the electrodas in a
deeper current or another portion of the surface current will experience
a different actt. Thus the azimuth of the keel of the ship will not coin-
cide with that of the interelectrode line because that will be aligned with
a resultant which is the "effective current" produced by the shipts Ceo-
graphic motion and the deep current. This resultant ia calculable only when
both vectors are knovn, consequently it will be necessary to observe the
resultant directly by incorporating a direction indicator on the intorelec-
trode portion of the electrode cable. This expedient would also cure the
dLfficulty of windage errors in the measurement of surface currents and
make the observation procedure wholly indopendent of winds, currents, leeway
and ship, s speed. Such an installation (Magnesyn remote indicating compass
syatem is contemplated) is relatively simple and can be accomplished-at any
time. It has been delayed because it more than doubles the number of con-
ductors required in the outboard cable and increasea the stiffness and covt
of the cable many fold. It would also increase the bulk and drag of the
outboard gear to a point beyond the ability of one man to handle it without
machanical aid. This complication has to be met, however, if the greatest
precision and usefulness is to be gained from the instrument as a whole.

LJ
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III Validity Stucdiao

The validity of' cta-rent m-auoot =z~de with the Llectrokinetograph
has boon under ocrut~i.- fraocu Lhk, vory bczinninzg. Four niethoedj h,,-ve been
.empj~oyed tlnhti far:

a~) Comparison of meai'..u'ed currai-ito with predicted currents nearlight~shipa listed in the Urot ables, Atl.ant ic Coaet,-~.194-

b) Comparison of measured currents with othor measurements msade
from an anchored ship with "von Arx Mkiter" M~odel. 2.

c)Coimparison of' measured cuxrents with cur-rent, datermined from
repeated Loran fixes on Ca drifting,, &hip vhoae drift is corrected for
windage.

d) Comparison of measured currents with ourrenta' daterained fromcurrent poles released near a temporary buoy and fixed on by anglea to
slhoro points or meavured by oailingy at constant spead from the and of thepole field to its origin.

rdngj~remarkable coincidence of direction has been obtainedby thiaaiethoid ini rotary currentis on the continental allelf * The magnitude
of the current ia uoutlly in error by a conatant, amount due to the eff ecto

.ftho k fatr.,. Thaae comparifsons were made in excellent weather duringtjemoa whon Krind drift orrora were small.. The absence of wind drift
eaCfacts is &ttestad te by the fact that the ratio (k) of the observed and
pro~lctod currents remaiined nearly constant for a large variety of currentI

Cocernin ,bLo this MethOd Mas largely innonclusive for the reasonthat1 no experienced obeerverfs were available to m~an the propeller typecurrent meter ouspended from the anchored ship. It is very difficult, for
an inexcparioened observer -to dotect and exclude the signals generated bythe yawiakg, and ridingq of a ship on her' anchor from those of the true cur-
rent* The Alodel 2 meter pr~ojvids the dock ob~orver with continuous Indi-
catione of the rol attiva aurpent composed of the motionm of the ship on her4anchor and 'the truo current. By etudying the rhythm of the shipls motions
a~n observer can axtract tho true Current with reasonable certainty., but dueto the eff ects of rather larige yaea on the emall boat and on the digestivetracte of the observoro not much was accomplishad in this way,,

Conccern J0), a nvabor of prolonged (3 to 5 hours) drift sta -ions wereOccupied both inshore and at- saci during wvhlch the Loran was used at 20 Mini-
Ute intervals.* In addittion the ehiP!S wvildite war, measured repeatedly bymon of the Modol 2 meter ovorboard and the average of that motion sub- *t~racted ee-t~orially from tine go,e~I drit Th reault gv th curn
comPonent :hic shwed celen Gr~ieJnft With the Currents indicated bythe Blectrokinetograph. Gurrpiita ae swift as 5,,5 knots were verified bythiz method in the Gulf 6'Vream,.

MAMI&,d2 0 hc if, ne2S explarnat=7y, disappointins results weresecured until 'a sff~ieiont nwaber of obsOcirvattOna wer made indifrn
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-•depths of water to indicate the vxlstoance el the lk factor,, The data con-cerning the k factor, to be ditcessed later, were accumulated by this

method only at first and later by methods (a) and (c)"

The problsm of measuring cu.rrents is inherently so difficult that
one is put to it to devise satisfactory n•thods for checking an instrunent
that probably measures currents more certsinly than any of its checks* To
date no camparison waa been made between vcurrents measured with the Else-
trokinetograph and those deduced from Dynamic Computations. Thio is an
extremely interesting experiment from many points of view an mVay be exe-
cuted very soon.

All reliable measurements imade with the mothods just catlinod have
been compared with current measurements made at the same times and stations
with the Electrokinetograph. As it is difficult to say "which is correct"
the directional differences between the two measurements are tabulated
as follows:

Table 1

Liethod (a) (b) (C) (d)

Total tests 45 2Z 37 21 (131)

No. Agreements within - 2° 18(40%) 0(05) 10(27%) 4(19,)

No. Agreements within - 27(6() 3(X11%) 26(70%) 9(43%)

Average angular disparity 40 350 50

The poor results from method (b) are almost certairly due to improper inter-
pretation of the indirations frwi the propeller type meter. It is interesting
to note that the average angular disparity for method (d) lies within the
values for the angular divergence of a field of poles, which at Bikini was
found to vay from 80 to 140 and at Vioods Hole to range between 110 and 150.
Dye trails show a similar angular divergence and when run with current poles
there is a strict correlation of the boundaries of'the dye trail and the
greatest width of a field-of cur~rent poles reteased from the same point at
the same time. It is reasonable to expect that the angular resolving power
of the Electrokinetograph is low in terms of small angular variations in the
direction of water motion which can be encompassed between the electrodes and
that it is sensitive to somethirij; approaching the mean motion between these
limits. Therefore, if the Electrokinetograph measures the average direction of
water motion between the electrodes and the signal is read as the average oyer
several minutes run, it is reo nable to conclude that the angular disparity
of each pair of comparative measurements results from the difference between theaverage direution of water motion and the detailed motion of any small parcel

shown by the current pole. The improved correlations existing between the

i - '- -•.
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Electrokinetograph measurements and those by mothods (a) and (a) bear out
this argument since both of the.e latter methods involve the average
direction of water motion accumulated from a large number of observations
in the case of (a), and a relatively long time apan in the case of (c).

k factor

The correlation of current magnitudo as shown by the Eloctrokinetograph
measurements with measurements made by other methods (a), (b), (c) and (d)
reveals a systematic difference which apparently depends upon the total depth
of water. More thaii half of the comparative teats were made in water shoaler
than 150 fathoms. In figure 1 the results of these observations are plotted
against station depth. The coordinatea are logarithmic in both directions
so that the details are less crowded near the origin.

The factor k was originally defined

k x the "expected voltge" (3)
e, the observed voltage

This choice af possible definitions is admittedly a poor one but it s erves
to reveal the relationship between the voltage expected from Faraday' s
Equation for a given magneto-meohanioal situation and the voltages actually
obverved. As e is commonly less than or equal to B the value of k is oor-
rebpondingly equal to or greater than unity. Of the 98 values of k plotted I
ih figure 1 all but 6 are equal to or greater than unity. The 6 less than
unity are plotted as their reciprocals and denoted by small squares so an
to compress the ordinates within the compass of two logarithmic cycles.

It appears from the points on this graph that beyond 50 fathoms theassurance of unit _k is extremely high; but why 50 fathoms? The whole matter

will be explained in Chapter VII on Theory but let it be hinted here that
the total depth is far less important than the ratio of the depth of the sur--
face current to the total depth. Within the 50 fathom curve rotary tides
dominate the current systems. These tides cause water motions which extend
almost to the surface of the continental shelf. For this reason the "our-
face" current thickness and the total depth of water are very nearly the
same and as a result the value of k rises abruptly. At the edge of the shelf
the tidal motions are less significant and the surface water motions are
underlain by relatively thick layers of water which do not necessarily par-
ticipate in the surface motion. These layers produce the natural short cir-
cuit required to lower the value of k to something approaching unity.

Superficial features in the water such as turbulence structures, ravea
and thin layers of water driven by the wind are probably recorded at very
nearly Unit k values even though the thicker current in which they occur smy
have a high value.

Meamurements of sea bottom resistivity (Uo~elvey 1944) show that the
electrical depth is very little greater than the physical depth. That is thetotal conductivity of the sea bottom when converted to a prism of sea water

1 ' "a .. .... . .-
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of equal conductivity,, add•s little to 1he effectIAve conducting prism offeredby the sea water alone. Work on this prcolem conducted along the 1Eastern

of~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~la aq~J codciiprdslt). otu e~v odcin pim offsa aerd
and Gulf seaboards of the United Sbatoe showm that a prism of sea water
ranging f r'o 0 to 15 or 25 feet thick need be added to the local depth to
give the same total conauctivitir aa the combined conduetivity of the sea
water and vater saturated bottom taturial. Thus the k fPcLor rises in
shoal water when the current ex~cnd.s to the bottom even though there is a
stationary conducting path in the eadtioatary floor. If the sea floor
were composed of a thick carpet of copper, ý would not rise in the zone of
rotary tidal currents.

E-C Background,

All measurements of potential in the sea made with the Electrckineto-

graph have a certain background or "noise level" derived from the ambient
potentials and currents in the lithoopheare and hydrosphere. It is not fully
known to what sources these currents owe their origin but they are aesocias-
ted in their times of occurrence and magnitude, with fluctuations in theI
magnetic envelope of the earth, the occurrence of solar flares, and perhaps
the interaction of streams of charged particles from these flares with the
magnetic field of the earth. The arrival of such streams mWy be the cause
of aurorae which are also associated in time and magnitude with earth cur-
rents. Whatever their origin, earth-curments are recorded by the Electro-
kinetograph at sea. The intensity of the earth current background varies
from day to day and reaches "storm" intonsity on the average of from ubout
3 to 6 days per month. During "storm" conditions the earth-current signal
is larger than the signal received even from very swift water motions, con-
sequently such periods are unsuitable for current measurements. At other
times during each month there are "disturbed" days when the earth-current
background has roughly 3 to 5 times its "quiet" amplitude. This rise in
the background noise level raises the threshold velocity sensitivity of the
Blectrokinetograph from 1 am/see to about 5 cm/sec but does not influence
its directional sensitivity appreciably. Oceanographic measurements to the
nearest 5 cm/see is sufficient accuracy for many purposes, consequently only
10 tq 20 per cent of each month is completely lost through background inter-
ferance. These estimates are based on present conditions and those of the
past year, a yearu of exceptional solar activity. For this reason they may
be somewhat pessimistic compared with estimates for -uiot solar years.
Nevertheless, even the present estimate of time lost through geophysical
interference is not discouraging and if the threshold values of nensitivity
of the instrument are recognized as being variable, reliable work should be
capable of accomplishment on more days per month than are usually avd2 .a.-.!e
when only meteorological interference is considered. The occurrenu, A
meteorological and geophysical disturbances are completely unrelateu at any
given point so that it is entirely possible for a day of excellent weather
to be lost through excesalve background. On the other hand very bad weather
meteorologinally may be ideal goophYsically in which case observations of
water motions during heavy storms can be made with perfect confidence. Such
observations are of great value to oceanography.

As yet it is impossible to determine from the Ilectrokinetograph record
itself just how much of the signal is due to water motion and how much comes
from the earth-current background. For this reason it is necessary to maintain

II
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-C a control which reoords earth-ourrents alone and to opor. .

station throughout every cruise. The preoent technique enploys the *-eil

established fact that earth-currents are of a wor2d-velde nature (Roc,•rky

1947; Fleming 1941) and that observations made at one station may be
assumed to indicate the conditions at a distant station quite well. Chis

assumption is thought to be especially valid in the sea because of the
electrical homogereity of the medium in which the earth-currents flowv.
Stations on the lithosphere are subject to local interferense frca the
charmeling of earth-currents in portions of the crust which have lower
resistivity than the surrounding reion foonoy 1947). This changes the
absolute magnitude of the earth-current potentials and may also alter the
character of their fluctuations somewhat by changing the direction of flow.
The sea is close to having perfectly isotropic resistivity and. consequently
the direction and magnitude of earth currents in deep water are very nearly
the same over areas tens of degrees square. Near shore some influence of
the increasing proportion of bottom resistivity is probably to be felt but
the superficial layer of electrolyte undoubtedly has the effect of smoothing

out variations of the bottom resistivity when the entire prism of sediment
and electrolyte is taken into account. There is a further effect at the
shore line pointed out by Barber (A.R.L.) that arms of the sea tend to col-
lect earth-currente as they offer a path of lower resistance than is found
in the land. This effect would tend to exaggerate the magnituce of earth-
currents measured in embayments of all kinds, and diminish them around
promentories. There is no apparent reason to expect either effect to alter
the relative amplitude changes and general character of recorded earth-
current fluctuations except to change their direction in some degree.

The present method of extraction of background from the Electrokineto-
graph records is quite crude. Observations at sea and at the shore station
are made simultaneously. At the end of the cruise the shore station record
is studied and the periods of "storm". "disturbed" and "•0uiet"l am, determined

on 1he basis of 3-hour indices beginning at O000 GWT. The trace amplitudes
are measured acalnet an arbitrary scale from 0 to 9 and the average charac-
ter of each 3-hour period given an ind..= number. In this way each day's
earth-current activity is reduced to an eight digit number vwich can be
tabulated and read with considerabla efficiency. The scale corresponds to
potentials in millivolts per kilometer as follows:

Table 2

LO 2.0 3.5 6.0 11.5 I1.0 26.5 35.0 38.5 40.0 mv/km and over

The ranges of indices corresponding to "storm", "disturbed" and "quiet"t
classifications are different for each of the periods which have been dia-
criminated thus Zar as shown in table 3. But taken as a whole the trace
can be classified as shown above. Portions of the voltage trace from the
Electrokinetograph having a background index of 0 or 1 are considered to

:;•, , . •'• '' • ''=•-''- • , .. .. , . . ..
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have an accuracy of mal.nitude of 1 cm/!ec, for indices 2, 3, and 4 an ac-
curacy of 5 cM/sec is aesumed, and for 5 or more the records are rejectue
as unreliable. These limits are derived from the backdround voltage picked
up at sea alon& an interelectrode distance of 38 meters, which in local
magnetic latitudes gives a sensitivity of 1 my/knot on the Electrokineto-
graph tape. This tape is graduated to 0.1 mv divisions which can be read
to the width of the ink line 0.01 my which is also the value of the minium
discriminable signal. This corresponds to a water motion of 0.5 cm/sec. It
has been found that records of tho same background disturbance at sea and
ashore differ in itensity by a factor of from 4 to 10, the records taken at
sea beirn the smaller. This is understandable because of the lower resis-
tivity of the sea.* Allowing a factor of 5 between the records ashore and at
sea a shore-recorded background of 2.6 mv/kin can be tolerated without invali-
dating an assumed accuracy of 1 cm/sec. An accuracy of 5 am/eec corresponds
to a backeround voltage disturbance within the compass of 0.3 my on the Kleo-
trokinetograph and a maximum tolerable earth-current variation of 13.0 mv/km
Sas measured by the shore based recorder. Backgrounds larger than this are so
irregular and contain large amplitude variations in the 1 to 60 minute range
which badly confuse the records of current boundaries, eddies and currents
thenselves.

It has boen necessary to make a careful study of the chract.er.s-tc
traces of earth-curreni,, records in order to distinguish them from the signals
originating in the sea. In character both kinds of signals are periodic or
semi-periodic but those generated by water motions are smoother and more a
nearly sinusoidal than the spiked and sharply variable short period signals
from earth-currents. This subjective difference is confused by a zone of
uncertainty which is particularly broad for the long period variations. Sig-
narals having periods under 20 seconds are easily verified as they are princi-
pally caused by waves.

The earth-currenz variations which have been discerned in the WoodsHole records are the dirunal variationi, varieaions of the order of an
hour' s duration possibly related to the "range effect" of Guelcke and
3nhoute-Vanneck (1947) and Otill other very short period variations requir-
Ing L',.e order of ,10 minute, 1 minute and fractions of a becond to execute
ýk cycla. The amplitudes of these variations change with the total signal
OMTe. inw.de in the manner shown in table 3.

() It has been found that the amplitudes of earth-current signals of "storm"i
intensity measured at sea are less than those measured during the same storm
at hoods Hole. Simultaneous measurements in the same azimuth yielded voltages
which 200 miles at -sea were on the average only 1/5 as large as the correspond-
ing signals picked up across Woods Hole., This may be the result of inteosifi-• cation of eart h-currents In ambaYMents suggested by Barber in his recent paper
to the Royal Astronomical Society (Geophys. Sect'n) or may result from the chaneein total resistivity re~ulting from the replacement of water for earth in a
prism of given depth as the currents snake their way seaward.

S~I
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Table 3

Values in millivolts per kiloIeter of the several kinds cf periodic earth-
current diaturbances) recognized in ;.H.O.I. data. I

Storm Disturbed Quiet n 1wnim
(max.) _

Diurnal Greater
than 26.5 3.5 - 11.5 3.0 - 4.0 3.0 - 4.0
> 6 (2)- (4) (2) (2) 4

Range Effect 11.5 - 26.5 ll.5 - 26.5 1o0 - 3,5 less than 1.0
(30-60 mi.) (4) - (6) (4) - (6) (0) - (2) (0)

10-30 minute 11.5 - 40.0 3.5 - 18o0 1.0 - "315 less than 1.0
(4) - (9) (2) - (5) (0) - '2) (0)

1-10 minute 11.5-18.0 2.0-11.5 1.0 -P 5 leas than 1. 0
(4) -(5) (1) -(4) (0) - ý2) (0)

less than 1 min. 3.5 - 6.0 1.0 - 2.0 less than 1.0 less than 1.0k2) - (3) (0) - (1/1 (0) (0) 1

leas than I se1 . 2.0 - 6.0 1.0 - 2.0 less than 1.0 less than 1.0(1) - (3) (0) W 1 (0) (0)

N.B. Disturbances having periods between 1 and 6 hours have a~wo been in-
frequently observed.

The values given above in millivolts per kilometer result from ex-
preasion of the index scale in absolute units and should nct be interpreted
as more than a guide to the order of magnitude of the potertials. The
values are also distorted by the non-linearity of amplitude response of
the galvanometer to frequencies higher than 3 cycles per rdnute.

Some effort has been made to discover a means for detecting the state
of the earth-current background at sea while observations are in progress.
A number of possibilities suggest themselves and some have been studied by
others (aunmary Chapman and Bartels, 1940 and Fleming, 1941); the state of
the ionosphere as reported at frequent intervals by VMV, the degree of fad-
ing noted by the ship's radio operator, observation of the geworal spotted-ness of the sun with particular attention to spots transiti;g near the cnter

of the sun's disc, observation of the polar aurorae and also of the general
illumination of the night sky compared with a "radtolite'• aandard kept in
darkness, subjective estimates of background from the Electrokinatograph
trace itself, but so far no eingle phenomenon gives t.Lfficiently close oorre-
lation to the record of the shore-based earth-current recorder to be used as
an independent guide at sea. A final attempt is being made to correlate the I
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intensity of the 01 line (5577 A) -in the opuctru• of the nj4.g O sky with
earth-current traces. This line(, is thoujjbt to result diruotlt,' fl-o the
arrival of charged prtilcJ.ca frxai the niun thou! >t by some to .ae undawen-
tally responsible for the bulk of e ~rth-curront di,.turbtulcv3 "s well as
the electrodeless discharges in the upper atmorphcre. Results of this
experiment are still too meagro to permit diricouaion of its Frobable out-

The best single estluate of background that can be ma.d at sea is the
subjective study of the "sense" in the signal record. Ordinaetily the obser-
ver can anticipate the char•cter of trace to be written during the exocution
of maneuvers by the helmsman. For example in running squares for calibration
and fixing instrumental zero the observer anticipates that th-ý signal on theeast and west courses will1 lie symetrice~ly on either side of the zero e,,tab-lished by running the north-south courses. In times of earLh-current distur-

bance this does not often happen. Other clues to background iisturbance
arise when the trace shift3 from side to side giving "turn si-nals" when the
ship is not turning, or when erratic drift of zero is ccmplic ited by kinks
and cusps in the voltage trace recorded on a straight run. T ie pericdic
earth-current disturbances have nearly the same period and am •litude as tur-bulence signals from strong currents like the Gulf Stream, but. possess a much

raore irregvlar character than the smooth undulations of volta ]e generated by
the moving water. azrth-current disturbances of "storm" inte.'lity frequently
begin instc.ntaneously, the background index rising from 1 to 3 or 9 in less
than a minuLe, followed by slow subsidence of signal amplitude duriing the
ensuing 12 to 36 hours. The onhet of such stoins can be discerned if the vol-
tage record is compared with that of the shore-based recorder, and if it is
a severe storm the onset can be detected at sea. During such storms nothingmakes sense. Ship's maneuvers produce meaninglest. changes of voltage when
they are superimposed on a rapidly fluctuating background. When puzzling
effects are encountered the background usually has increased to an index of
5 or more.

"I
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IV Characteristic Voltg• bign i turos Recorded by the Electrokinetograph

A variety of signals are now rccogai.zod as boing characteristic of a
iumber of phenomena oboervabla with the 22lectrokinetogeaph. These fall
naturally into two categories, ARTIFACf; wd SEA V4ATQ UO L T IONS;

Artifacts Sea Water Motions

Turn Signal Wave Signal
S-T S'gnal Turbulence Signal

Temperature effoct Edctr S ignal
Salinity effect Current Signal

Zero drift Current boundaries
E-C Background Signals
Thunderstorm Signals

ARTIFACTS

The TURN SIGNAL is the potential sLgnature between the steady potential
registered on one course and the steady potential measured on another course
immediately following. The comnecting trace begins to become a turn signal
fran l0'to 30 seconds aftor the ship has started turning, depending on the
speed of the ship and the length of cable out, and lasts as long as the ship's
turning time. It varies in complexity from a simple shift from the old po-
tential to the new one, to an exaggerated sine wave. The phase of the wave
is opposite for right and left hand turns. The signal is caused by the drogue
which produces side-slip of the interelectrode portion of the cable cutting
the corner of the turn just made by the ship. If the sea is :^Iat and the
ship has turned in such a way that the side slip produces a V(w-age in the
same direction but smailer magnitude than the change of course produces, a
simple line results; if opposite, the turn voltage YrLl register and then
be gradually overpowered by the steat, voltage on the new course. In smooth

and rough weather helmsmen often overshoot their turns and have to come back
to the new heading. This produces a double curve in the cable and conse-
quen$ly a right and left hand signal successively. Nhen the ship has been
running with the wind and turns to take it on her beam the signal usually is
simple. When she has been running against the wind and turns to take it on
her beam a double curve results in the cable as her leeway picks up and a
sinusoidal signal is generated. This effect is often augmented by overshoot-
ing the turn, -

The S-T SIGNAL is a sudden change in the trend of the average potential' picked
up on a straight course which correlates with a coincidental shift of salinity
and temperature in the STD* trace# These signals are encountered along the I
northwest margin of the Gulf atreanx and along the margins of Gulf Stream eddies.

(*) "3TY efere to the SaJlinity;-Tenmperature--Depth Recorder developed at
XY.H.O.I. (under Contr. NObs-2082 ) for obtaining continuous vertical sections
of salinity and temperature against depth at a given station, or, when the
detecting element is secured to the ship's side, a trace of the horizontal
distribution of temperature and salinity at constant depth recorded with the
ship under way.

S.... .;.. . .-
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They are listed amoiog the artifacts because they have a campo ad origin;
(a) a natural origin in the chanr,% of water velocity and (b) aa artificial
origin in the change of interelectrode potential resulting fro the change of '1
chemical environment around the eloectrodez. The artificial effects have
been studied in the laboratory in an attempt to disentangle the two and
discover how much of the total signal is due to water motion by evaluating
and subtracting the chemic-L and thormal effects.

These studies have ahoim that the effect of changing environment is
very large if the changes are not encountered simultaneously ut both elec- ,
trodes, but quite small if the changes are precisely simultaneous. The
magnitude and sign of the effects also varies with different electrode
pairs. The temperature effects are smaller than the salinity effects.

THE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS. When a change of temperature uccurs at both
electrodes simultaneously or very newrly simultaneousl a volta.ge signal is
produced which depends oa the rato of temperature change

- a -b

dt

where a and b are constants peculiar to the selected electrodo pair which
have values near 0.C60 and 0.130 respectively. The effect is of the order
of 10 microvolts/min. for a temperature change of O.5 0 C/min., the order of
rate of change of surface temperature found in crossing the ed4e o6 the Gulf
Stream at 6 knots.

the The signal resulting from the difference in instantaneotvs temperature
of the two electrc.s is much larger. This effect has the form

V = cT 2 " T) (5)2I
where T and T are the respective instantaneous electrode temperatures and.
c and dkare constants peculiar to bhe pair. The value of d is zero if the
origin is chosen properly and the value, of a is near 0.5 if V is expressed
in millivolts and (T2 T) is Centigrade degrees. The horizontal surface

temperature gradient &L toi e*ge of the Gulf Stream is shown by the STD to
be near 0.30C/100 meters. For a chip sailing parallel to this gradient with
an interelectrode spacing of rou&hly 40 meters the instantaneoua temperature
difference between the electrodes is approximately 0.10C yieldi.g a voltage
of the order of 50 microvolts.

Thus the total artificial signal fram the two effects discussed so far
is 60 microvolts (0.060 millivolts) which correspond to an error in deduced
current of 6% or about 0.06 knot.

THE1~ 3ALINITY EPMhC has been sii:J~arly treated in the laboratory. ForIa simultaneous change of salinity ct both electrodes the ultimate voltage
change follows the linear relationship

V Z _2 S) f (6)

S/
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where e and f are constants pecultar to th e2loctrode pair. The constant

f repreaents-the voltage of t1e iuitial "zero point" wid a hat a value near

5.010 when S is expressed in partu p-r thioueind wid V i5. oxprc•ood in m _li-
volts. The--shape of the timea ". %roltaga trbica is Cht of an overdampedi

oscillation. The time required to complete a shift of zero pcint due to

simultaneous change of salinity a, both electrodes depends upon the e2ec-

trode pair to a large degree, as v:ell as the magnitude of the aalbnity

change. For an instantaneous chsroe of salinity of 2 0/oo th(, new equili-

brium voltage is reached in 5 minates. Such a change will sjh..ft the equl-

3librium or zero point voltage 1.00 my. which leads to an error of 1 knot
in the current readings if the ehifL is not ap.-prehended. In practice the

salinity gradients in the sea do not changs more rapidly than 1 0/00 per 6

or 7 miles which from a ship moving parallel to the gradient at 6 or 7 knots

means a change of salinity of 1 o/o0 per hour. A pair of electrodes about

40 meters apart moving down this gradient experience P awalfl difference of

salinity in their respective environments amounting to about 0.003 o/00.
The effect of this is to produce a slow but detenrined shift of zero point

the rate of which depends as much on the matching of the electrodes as any-

thing else. Even for an unmatchel pair the rate is slow enough for aqul.-

brium to be maintalned and the a-,,ft is quantitatively logged by the routine

hourly or half-hourly zero point -heck, if equilibrium is oW.y imperfectly

maintained there is some tendency for voltage hysteresis on the "Jogs" hence

it is iM.rtant to havu electrodes matched-to PPve zero _ potentil in a static

salinit and LeMeratt.ue environment and in a cha in& one as well. Tmis

selection can be made by appropriate tests in the laboartory,

The problem of salinity and temperature sensitivity of Silver-Silver
Chloride electrodes is a difficult one to solve. It is ro difficult indeed
that there is little hope at present of solving it at all. No knolm elec-

trode is Completely inert and free of contacA, potential or suzceptability
to polarization. Until such time as theoretical Olectrochenistry brightens

the outlook in this direction the problem of existing electrodo surface be-
havior must be studied. a

Laboratory studies of sali1,ty effects show that for the car'e in which
the salinity at one electrode readins the same while the other chtnger , enormous

biegwss are generated. If one eluctrode is in a bath at constant temperature
which has a salinity of 32 0/00 aad the other is suddenly tran:ifex red to a
"bath at the same temperature having zero salinity the voltage s.1tdit is greater
than 500 millvolts. Recovery from this disturbance takes 2 or 3 days, but

the electrodes will adjust to ther'e new conditions. At the equilibrium point
the Chlorinity of the original salt solution and the fresh water become more
nearly the same. Evidently the products of the concentration cell thus
produced are

(Disturbed electrode) (Undisturbed electrode)

in which the disturbed electrode produced C1- ion to realenish th'3 concen-
tration about it by the reaction

+ a- 0C-8
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and the undiseturbed electrode provi'es thore cossary electron r-

In so doing the contact potentials of the two electrodes are chan.ed so

that throueh the eciabirwation of cleoctrode surfca0 potential (Polarization)
and the reactions given above, elcetrical equilibrium is reached before

(Cl1)l = (0l)2. The curve of vcitage agaiist time for this reaction has
the form of an overdamped oecillution for which the ultimate -cast point

lies on the opposite. side of the time axis frou the initial dcflectlon.
This curve is a juember of a fatally of the mathematical form

(..J,'2fl)t
V (At Bt) - (V + at) (10)

t .0

where i is the coefficient of ionic diffusion, n the quantity in mole of
Cl0 ion transferred in the equilibrium shift, A and B are conutants depend-
ing upon the change of concentration of Ol- ion at the disturhod electrode
and the magnitude of the concentration at the undieturbed electrode, and a
is the coefficient governing the rate of change of polarization of the eloc-
trodes. The constants of this equation have not been evaluated.

The more practical case of tGhe parallel lag of salinity change at each
of two electrodes has been studied. It amounts to a continuous solution of
the above equation in terma of Vo and Vt as t approaches infinity. This
value is called V., the voltage to which V is asymptotic wit,1, time. It
has been found experimentally that the initial deflection of zero point
decreases in magnitude as the rate of salinity change ie decrteaed. For
slow changes of the order of 1 0/oo per minute the initial dallection prac-
tically vanishes and the inetantaneous equilibrium voltage moves directly
toward Va. This effect should be completely evaluated for orcinary oceano-
graphic conditions since it is revponsible for voltage hysteresis during
sudden changes in the rate of change of the salinity gradient which occur
during the execution of calibration squares. and Jogged coursso. It may
also contribute to the 3hape of TURN SIGNAIL discussed in the previous sec-
tion.

It may be concluded about S5-T SIGNALS that they are of small magnitude
(perhaps 3 to at most 5 cm/see) f'-0r the cases discussed but may on occasion
become very si i-ivant wherever abrupt irregularities of sal1aity and tem-
perature exist. TD 3valuhte the ý'ecords of tne Electrokinetograph one must
take into accoun the .TL trace ad, for the present, disregard violent
fluctuations of indicated current whenever there are rapid chw.ges in salinity
-.nd temperature. Mean values through such water can almost certainly be
z-olied upon nowever as they have checked out very well againct cur-ents

computed from loran and windage moasureruents. a

Z&O DRIFT is a slow but determined trend of the zero point voltage I
toward one side of the scale. It Is caused by unequal electrode reraction
to peraistent unidirectional gradients of salinity and temperature for themost part-, but may also occur when one electrode is flushed more vigorously

4L
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than the other. It can be cured by packig both electrodes very tightly
in glass wool and selecting e lectrodos to be used as a pair for their
-identity of response to chargos of salinity and temperature. Out of a
dczen new electrodes perhapo twto or three pairs will be found which have
suitable gradient response. The rccairing electrodes can be saved for
possible pairing with members of a new lot of electrodes.

BACKGROUND SIGNAL is a periodic or semi-periodic oscillation of
voltage arising from the geophysical background against which water motion

signals are measured. The nature and magnitude of the background due to
earth-currents has been discussed in detail. There is thus far no techni-
cal means of eliminating these signals; instead, t.iey must be allowed for
by comparison of control obaervations made ashore with the traces recorded
at sea. Other sources of background are presumably to be found in sub-
marine orn-bodies, UIT signals, propeller "noise" from the observing ship,
and variations of H. during magnetic storms. Thus far none of these have

been found to be troublesome. The electrodes are towed 2 to 3 shlp-lengths
astern so that the ULF and magnetic effects of the ship are of negligible
mageitude. pp

T11UNDERSTOW.1 SIGNALS occur only when there are cloud to earth dis-
charges. They produce very brief pulses of potential in the sea which

vary in intensity inversely as some function of the distance of the flash
and seem to change sign as the discharge point moves from one side to the
other of the perpendicular bisector of the interelectrode 1ine. Yo serious
interference has occurred furing any of a number of thunderstorms experienced
at sea. Observations made throughout thunderstorms show no evidence of un-
reliability.

Signals from SEA IWATER MOTIONS

The total signal froa the sea is composed of three major components
each present in varying degrees. These are the VWAVE S1GNAL, the TURBIUINCE
SIGNAL, and the CURRENT SIGNAL respectively.

The 1VAVE SIGNAL is an osuillatory voltage fluctuat;Lon having a complex
period which is the harmonic sum of all the wave periods present, and a
complex amplitude which is the algebraic sum of all the horizontal wave
particle velocities normal to the interelectrode liua. The principal period
is 'that of the wave having the greatest amplitude atnt the principm! amplitude
is that of the wave group haviig the highes÷, particle velocity. Ine same
wave group is usually responsible for t)IG principal period and amplitude
unless two or more wave groupsiriteract to produce innterference effects in
which case the voltage signal io morst simply described in terms of the "beats"
they produce.

The wave signal is highly directional. When running in the trouh
the maximum signal is received since the motional electromotive force is at
right angles to the direction of particle motion. When buc:king or running
with the sea much smaller signals are received, but they are not zero. The
signal amplitude also decreases as the electrodes are made to run deeper in
the sea, and there is also a reduction in the complexity of the trace as the

shorter period waves exert less and less influence on the particle motions.

Quantitative studies of these effects are being planned.

... j .
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Du.rinG curront studies it i1 convonient to c ,pproo t/ho wavo cignal by
means or large capacitors hur~tnI acror3 the input teaiiLiale .- o the volt-
age recorder. This technique in capable of remov-1ng the wave si:,nal en-
tirely but restricts mea.3urements of periodic motions in the s3ea to
periods of greater length than the lorgest viavo period. It is aloc
possible to damp out chop and ranal the eround sviell by this method, but
since pure capacitance does not possess low pass filter characteristics
with sharp cut-off, the amplitudea of lonier period wave signals are dimin-
ished somewhat. The design of var'iable low aia~ss filters with sharp cut
off frequencies for wave studios is under consideration.

The .TURBULIACL SIGNAL is a slow oscillation of voltage resulting from
coarse turbulence in the sea comjosed of eddy-type motions each call of
which to be measured, must be of the order of or larger than the interelec-
trode distance. This kind of aignal is non-directional in the sense that
it appears much the same regardless of the course of the ship or course
changes. It is not derived from background because earth-current background
has directional characteristics which are rather marked when the intensity
is this high. Turbulence sigwls of the kind described have been found to
occur along the northwest margin of the Gulf Stream and to a lesser extent
in the slope water adjacent to it+ They have also been recorded in channels
such an Vineyard Sound, Nantucket Sound (Western end), o~f Race Point and
in the Cape Cod Canal. In these c:hoal water areas the k factor is rather
large for currents but since no independent measurements have been made of
turbulent structures their t factor is unknown. If the structures are small
it is possible that k is also small since there is a relatively large volume
of water surrounding each turbulent mass with the independent motions which.I
when integr'ated over the width an-, depth of the channel has little charac-
teriatic motion other than the tidal transport. Such a mass is capable of
providing the low resistance return circuit needed to keep k at a low value.
Even though the velocity structur• of turbulent masses is uncertafn in shoalwater for want of a k factor, the horizontal dimensions can be measured and
have been found to vary from abou't 190 to 500 meters in the waters around
hoods Hole and from 300 to 1500 motoz.i and more across in the deep waters
in and near the Gulf Stream.

These figures are subject to iriticism since the sections taken
through these presumably circular structures are not necessarily central.
By selecting for measurement the signals which show the greatest amplitude
for a given period it is thought that diametrical savtions are more prob-
ably represented. It is also possible that the sign,\tures which have the
longest period for a given amplitude may represent di, metrical 3ectiiri,,
but this too is uncertain for the lack of informration concerning thj si e
distribution of the turbulent structures. While the data accumulayed areuncertain for the above reasons at least, it appears that the turbulent
structures have a different maximu.n tangential velocity/iadius ratio as
the radius increakes. The maximum tangential velocity rises as the radius
increases in all cases, but the peripheral velocity may be asymptotically
limited at some value of the order of 300 or 400 cm/sec. It is also
recognized that the turbulence structures do not possess the rotational
character of solid bodies or centrally energized vortices. The tangential

.............................
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Vvelocity at any point on a gvi ýdl=1ycroa~ev -1c the rardiu to apoinit
something, like 0..707 timnes 'Whe groi;toat jll,,niLh *Z tat radius~ ald. then
decrioases eia~:in t o zero. The va3luu, C1.707 'R ipi corxaidered Lo be the
effective radius of vuh feat~urea a.11ce it '&ecrlboli tlao circloi of
greatest angu.lar nomentuui. The voluios ifA~ i thivi circ16 and between
this cir-ale and the outermout c *ir&.- cm=y ec~ntalvn nearly equal qaiantitiea
of ~uagur momntumn.

EDDY SIGNALS are ainuaoidaJl oi- lon-itudiruu- mirror itaage fl'ictuatloone

Eddy signala are rI'irectiona-11 in chwracter beoauas, the radius I~f motion
is lraeodtopri oidrtb maxiuvring, of the ship wzitlhin the
area of the feature. The turbuloncoe signal. accompaningri eddy mo~tion is
icreased near the boundaries of the eddy. S-T signals; may als&. occur at

the edges of' an addy0 Data on thezo features have been s&cou~mul. itec1 moir or

less accidentally to clatri. It. ia hard to recognize an eddy until it has

been crossed and iiea then its daf~initl.onai not clear until th- STD tracehizo boon examined as wall. Cruioat 149 of the L~iartl was 2.argtly devoted
to the survey of a very large sauwage-sha-ped, eddy on the aouthecet Oide (?)
of the Gulf Strf~am. W'hile this Lqtrtictur essentially satisfies the defini-
tion of an eddy it was apparently c 'mposeci of' a race of current moving
around a -core which had no marked cku'rent structure. The currer4t in the
race reached 6.0 knots at one point and ranged between 1.0 and 31.0 knots
along a large part of its length.. It would be hard to apecify the "radius"
of anly part of this structuire or th'3 location 0,707j becaw- e, there is
no center common to al~l parts of it's boundary. Thus 11thle clear t hat as
the dimensions of eddies increase a.ý does the complexity of definition and
as greater understanding of their properties is achieved further su'odiviesion
will be possible and indeed necessar-y.

The CUflRNT SIGNAL is a ateai~y deflection of recorded voltatge fram
the zero point on which are superimposed all the foregoing kinds of signal,,
ani hour'sa run except at the boundarivs of tho principlA currents of the
ocean where sharp dibscontinuitioO appear,* Tidal currcnts on the contirlen-.tal shelf are partioularly steady arid their rotary behavior can 11 folwd
as was shown in the first Ulectroklxxetograph report (von Arx, l9.1.6). hear
the Gulf Stream there is an entraAbw:.ont current wh~ich increases -Ii strengthas the ship approaches the Stream av.d suddenly changes its veloc...ty (in the
space of a mile) to the full strength of the Gulf Stream current. The
turbulence s14gnal increases in ampl~tuds in the same way but the size$ of
the turbulent cells also increasos co that the period of the turlbulence
rignal is lengthened. The turbulancu signal can become so large that in a
jogged sailing plan it is necessary to run much more than the cupttcmary 4
minutes on the Jog to obtain a reliable average signal for the st~eady
motion of the Curr4ent. Th~is canI be i'redicted in advance from tho period
of the turbulence eignal~ recorded on course. If the period is of' the order
of 6 rainutes as it ýiZban is in the Gulf Stream it is necessary to Jog for
the betr parntý tof at lerait tof turbuenc pos lli .ofthe oen coursE. sirogna
12e oetr 15r ofu~ ato beaertawof turhlec poeitio ofThe oen course throgha
is taken as the average voltage throtu8 perhaps 4 or 5cells, The extraction A

. ..
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of a current vignal in turbL o.rt water from the maze of supoerimposed motional

voltagen requireo come practiou and caro. In quiet water the process is

greatly simplified,

The CURraNT 1OUNDARY sl nal is a sudden change in the trend of the

average voi•ago on a given c ),oe, On approaching the edge of the Gulf

S3,reem the turbulence signal L: rowes and the slznal from the entrain-
merit ,rent increaces to the poi.nt where the actura edge (aeen in th•
watexj is reached. At this point the voltage trace bends so shArply see

first Electrokinetograph Report ,von Arx 1947> ) that a pencil point can
be placed on the spot, and a new regime of current and turbulenee signals

begins. It was once a matter of concern to estimate how much of this

Current Boundary signal was oavsed by the 6-T signal and how mich was a

real current change. The steerest temperature and salinity gradients

recorded by the STD at the Gulf Stream boundary were reproduced in the
laboratory and it was found that the S-T signal could produce no more thano

0.1 knot error in the total Cur'ent Bound.. signal. Thus it is concluded
that the very marked changes of" from 1.0 to as much as 3.5 knots change a

in current speed are real at the northwestern edge of the Gulf Stream.

The entrainment current may reach a speed of from 1.2 to 3.0 knots before

it gives way to the higher speeds in the Stream itself. The edge of the

stream is defined as that point at which this marked velocity discontinuity

oc curs together with an equally marked chaxge in temperature and salinity.

Other smaller velocity discoutinuitleb are found in "bubbles" and detached

3ddies near tbt edges of the GviLi Stream. The criteria of this definition

must be applid with caution as the "eZe of the Strea&'M" is an egusive

boundary having a rather complioatod shape familiarly baffling to those

who have wo~ced in and around it (&u;lieter 1947).

An additi'rnal sizl of despicable origin is the BT sigrnl. This

signal is generated when the bathythermograph fouls the electrodes and

hauld them in. A loop of wire, usually caught up somevehere betoeen the

electrodes, is towed in at the speed of the Shlp plus the rate of the

'winch. The voltage signal goes off scale almost imned-ately as the rate

01' flux cutting is very great. The signal can be rcstored to nonAal by

notifying the BT observer who will stop his wincn and cooperate in your

efforts with a boat hook. The problem can be avoided entireav by stream-
ing the electrodes from the end of a long ooom on the opposite side of the

ship. To avoid fouling an electrode line 350 feet long, a distance of 40

or 50 feet should be maintained between the outboard end of the BT boom and

the outboard end of the electrode boom.

dI
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V Theory and Practice of the $idilings
The sailings employed in oceanographic reoornaissanco with the Elec-

trokinetograph are governed by two prin-cipA considerations. The courses
must run in such a way that uaoful Lifoixnation 13 derived from them, and
the electrodes must be made to double back on tIeuaoelves every so often
so that accurate knowledge of the zero point of the electrodes is had at
all times. It is also necess&ry to keep the ship under way to hold the
electrodes in a horizontal line.

The Bllectrokinetograph in its present form is capable of measuring
water motions in the horizontal plane which are at right angles to *the
line connecting the two electrodes. Thus it is necessary to alter the
azimuth of the interelectrode line by ani appreciable angle to secure the
data necessary for a current fix which is derived from the caopositionof the vectors representing the thwartships currents on each of two courses.
Since the magnitudes of these vectors are measured from an origin on the
potentiometer scale which does not nocesýAd.ly coincide with the mechanical
zero of the instrument, it is necessary to reverse the electrodes in the
sea and determine the value of the line on either side of which the direct
and reflected signals from the same current are equally and oppositely
recorded. This line is the locus of the zero-point on the 8trip chart astime pro resses. The reversal can be accomplished slowly, by turning theship "0 , or quickly, by reversing, the order of the electrodes in theirdistance astern of the ship. To accomplish the latter a Line is run fromthe deck to the stern of the more distant electrode. On hauling in thisline a length equal to or slightly greater than the interelectrode dis-
twice the reversal is accomplished. Unfortunately t.his simple solutionleads to difficulties in fouling the line around the electrode czble and Iit also presents a larger target for the BT. If arrangements can be made
to stream the electrode cable well outboard and to secure the reversingline inlbord or even. on the opposite side of the ships if a BT is not beinglowered, lose trouble should arise. It is also recommended that braided
white line be used) as a Alanilla line unlsys when Met and under tension andi& more iilkaly to foul by twisting, around the electrode cable. The diffi-culties mentioned have been so serious that for most work the slower and
,more cumbersome method of rversing the bhip has been used a.moat excluaively.It poses no burdens on the helmsmen other than the unpopular but necessaryjogs and squares, and red,':ces the lubor of the Electrokinetograph observer
very greatly. It has been found that with due allowance of time lor aver-aging the signals in turbulent water the zero points indicated by the two
methods are identical.

CIRCLs are theoretically the best ,sailing plan for direct observa-
tion of the direction of the electrmuagnetic vector in the sea,, A ship ina 3600 turn steadily changes the azimuth of the electrodes towed asternbut the instantaneous azimuth is uniortain because the electrodes tend to
the connecting cable. This produces a turn signal which varies with the

turning rate of inconstant value due to windage, waves and tteering irregu-

laritiea. All t"ds produces an irregular background sigmal of artificialorigin which is further complicated by the unknown angle between the inter-lectrode line and the keel of the ship. Values derived from this techniqueof measurement are therefore unreliable.



SQUARWS avoid these difficultieo by allowing the electrodes to come to
mechlnical eqilibrium with the conditions affecting the course of the ship.
Except for the effects of windago on the hL~ip the electrodes trail dead
astern and the azimuth of the intorelectrode line is the same &s that of the
keel. In a square the interelectrode line is pre!ýentcd to the motional
electromotive force in the sea in a successively direct and a reserve sense
along each of two perpendicular lines. Thus it is possible to get two meas-
urements of the zero point and five measurements of the local current from
each square. The two measurements of zero point are derived from the direct
and reverse presentation of the electrodes to the prevailing motional EWF
on the .wo pairs of opposite sides in the square. The five current fixer
are derived from the component voltages recorded at each corner of the square
and from the averages of voltages on opposite sides (signs taken into ac-
count) provi ag an average current over the whole area of the square and
over the time required to execute It.

For convenience the eailings on a square are directed toward the cardi-
nal points, either on true or magnet•c bearings depen on the kind of
compass ,aboard ship, and are executed clockwise (N-I-S .4) or counter-clockwise
(N-W-S-E). Such squares are called RIGHT CARDINAL SQUTAE and LEFt CARDINAL
SQUARE respectively. An order to the helmsman is thus quickly and clearly
understood. The remaining directive is the length of the legs of the square.
This is determined from the shipt turning time and the character of the
turbulence signal. In general the average period of the turbuleace signal
times the factor 2.5 is used as the sailing time for each leg. These times
range Trom 4 to 15 minutes and the order is given "5 MINUTE RIGHT CARDINAL
SQUARE" for a turbulence signal period of 2 minutes on course. 'This may be
further qualified as "5 MINUTE RIGHT CARDINAL SQUARE BEGINNING 2000" if the
maneuver is to be executed later on. No change of speed is required. As
the maneuver is executed the observer should record the average of the volt-
ages on each leg excluding the turn signals and within 10 minutes after com-
pletion of the square he can also have computed the two zero points and the
five possible current fixes with the aid of an Aircraft Navigational Plot-
ting Board BuAir Nk 3A. These data are kept in a running log in which the
times and changes of course and speed, as well as data on wind force and
direction, wave force and direction, STD changes and technical behavior ofthe Elevtrokinetograph m'e noted in order of time. ..Such log keeping is
essential if the greatest possible ataount of information is to be realized
from the voltage traces. It is also necessary to log the times and course
changes on the Electrokinetograph staip chart for purposes of exact cross-
reference between the log, navigatir4 chart, the strip chart, and the STD
tape. All of these notes will eventuAlly be referred to the shore based
earth-current background recorder tape for evaluation. Time is the only
common denominator among all these elements free of the influence of other
factors and must be kept very strictly. But to resume the discussion of
sailings, squares are used at intervals of a watch for accurate calibration
of zero point. Although squares yield a large amount of information they
cost a good deal of time. Instead of squares at each current fix there are
a number of alternative sailing plans which yield running fixes that delay
the ship much leose

K.
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JOG and SQUARE-JOG or ZI-,,AG courses are uved in smooth and turbulert
water respectively, A Jogged courso ccnwicto of a few nr, ute'e run every
half hour at right angles to the principal course of the ship. The jogs
are made alternately to the right and to the left of the principal course
so that for each hour's running a pair of jogs ,rill yield a reversal of the
electrodes from which a zero point check can be made. Each jog also yields
two current fixes, one betoven the earlier on-course signal and the jog
signal and the other between the later on-course signal and the jog signal.
In steady water the Jog may be 4 minutes runnimg time long which means that
26 minutes running are made good on the couroe to the destination. This
amounts to 13% loss of efficiency in progress toward the destination not
counting the loss at each square. In turbulent water it is necessary to
increase the time on each jog to from 12 to 15 minutes to obtain an average
signal for a current fix. This produces a 3QUARE-JOG, for the ship is on
a jog nearly as long as it is on course. At this rate the efficiency drops
to 6Vv and 50% respectively, again not counting square losses.

In turbulent water therefoe it is seemingly more efficient to sail
% ZIG-ZAG course alternately 45 to tho right and left of the course to be
made good. The efficiency of such a course plan is 71% and right angle
course changes are maintained. But ZIG-ZAG sailing does not produce reversal
of electrodes for zero point checks hence squares zmust be sailed rather
frequently. This reduces the efficiency of ZIG-ZAG sailing very severely.
If a square is sailed every two hours in "15 minute water" not only is there
a great loss of zero point information but the ship is delayed 95 minutes
in each 3 hours run yielding an efficiency of only 53%, very little better
than 15 minute jog sailing.

There ic a psychological difference shown by helmsmen tovard sailing
jogs or square jogs and zig-zags. The latter im much preferred probably
duo to the feeling that each zig and each zag brings the ship nearer her
destination, while each jog is an outright delay. Squares are similarly
detested but because of their infrequency they are tolerated more amiably
than jogs. A further difference noted in sailing zig-zage is that men with
war-time naval experience are thoroughly familiar with them, while jogs are
unfamiliar and for some reason difficult to grasp at first. This probably omes
from from the imperfect realization that two close parallel lines lead to
substantially the same destination, for the instinctive tendsncy seems to
be for the helmsman to want to shuttle back to his first course line at the
end of the first jog and to the second co,-use line at the end of the second,
and so on. Jogged sailings, aside from their low efficiency, have their
benefits in that a prolonged and virtually single section can be made
through a current system which shows the true current and thwartships
component of that current in the light of well established zero points.
Such is not the case with zig-zags.

Both zig-zags and Jogged sailings yield true-current sections along 8
course with current fixes at roughly quarter and half hour intervals re-
spectively. The useful maximum efficiency of Jogged sailing is 87% while
that of zig-zag is 71% excluding squares. Squares are needed r..,r often on
zig-zag courses than Jogged courses and as these sailing, are very costly

in time the Jogged sailing plan is customarily employed.

.4
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Two component arrays of electrodes seem to offer a lo ---•- PROC,---------
for deteminin., continuously the direction and magnitude of water
currents without course changes while under way. The success of theI
technique depends upon two practical problems: zero point control and
electrode support; for which there is no immediate solution..

The signal received from a. longitudinal pair of electrodes is fully I
discussed in section VIII. The signal from a transverse pair is composed
of the sigmal from the ship's form.ard motion minus the residual electric
potential vector from the component of water motion parallel to the keel,
or at right angles to the transverse interelectrode line should the
electrodes have non-rigid mounting. If the ship moves throuh still water
no external electric potential difference exists between the electrodes
and the potentiometer is called upon to supply the full amount of bucking
potential required to balance out the motional Imf of the ship's way.
Thus the ship's speed signal is directly proportional to the ship' s speed.
T'he signal from a followir+g water current is subtracted from the bucking
potential requ(red of the potentiometer but this subtracted quantity is

less than 5% of the motional Bmf induced in the electrode leads by the
added speed the ship has in the following current. In this way a signal
is obtained which is very nearly proportional to the ship' s forward
speed over the bottom.

The longitudinal pair of electrodes, if non-rigidly mounted, respond
to wind induced leeway by altering their alignment with the keel. The
results of this misalig ent have been discussed. Should the longitudi-
nal electrodes be rigidly attached to the ship to prevent misalignment
they will receive two signals from the two kinds of leeway they experience:
leeway due to beam components of wind, and leeway due to beau components
of water current. The windage drives the ship through the water and over
the bottom, but the beam components of water motion produce motion onlywith respect to the bottom. The windage drives the ship and produces no

external potential difference between the electrodes. This signal is
fully recorded at the potentiometer. The residual electric potential in
the water due to beam components of water current is subtracted from the
signal due to vindage in the swie direction but is again under 5% of the
addative sigial generated in the intereloctrode length by the sption of
the ship in response to the water current. Thus the 'thwartships, signal
is very nearly proportional to the total crab motion of the ship over the
bottom. Composition of the forward and lee motions of the ship yielde
her actual rate and direction of progress over the bottom, or a value
very close to it.

To measure the motional electric potential vector continuously so
J that the responsible sea water motions may be measured continuously, the
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ahip's speed signal must be canceled out. Two means are available:
Stop the ship, or measure the longitudiinal and transverse motions of
the ship through the water and produce proportional electrical signals
to be supplied inversely to the recorders with respect to the signals
from the two interelectrode lines, A ship under no power is rarely
at rest In the water so that the first alternative is not very advan-
tageous. It is both possible and more efficient to produce electrical
signals accurately proportional to the ship's speed and leeway. Dr. R.
W. Guelke and Mr. C. A. Lchoute-Vannedc have produced an electromagnetic
flow meter employing an artificial magnetic field ( 94 II 37 Feb
1947 pp 71-74 * The theory of this Listrument has been investigated by
Longuet-Higgins and Barber and reported in ARL/R.I/102.22/W from the
Admiralty Research Laboratory. This omi11 discus-shaped instrument
attached to the keel of the observing ship with its two pairs of elec-

trodes aliined fore-and-aft and 'thwartships' could be made to produce
a signal proportional to the motion of the ship's hull through the
water for subtraction from the total motion sigmnl given by the Bloe-
trokinetograph. The accuracy of this instrument when properly mounted
is of the bame order as the ULectrokinetograph. It eaploys an alternating
artificial magnetic field and therefore produces an alternating motional
1Dwaf which avoids zero point difficulties entirely. This s:i&al rect-ified
and filtered is suitable for inverse feedback to the Electrokinetograph
and can be adjusted to have 1 mv/knot sensitivity and trimmed to juatch
the local isodynand.cr correction applicd to the Electrokinetograph signa..

This scheme seems entirely feasible. A ship so equipped could
know her geogtraphic motion over the bol.tom, her forward speed over the
ground, her forward speed bhrouWh the water, her leeway over the ground,
her leeway throu,h the water, and the true watr current at all times.
The difficulty as mentioned in the beginnxing is the instability of
electrode zero in the Llectrokinetograph and the problem of rigid mount-k ing of the electrodes. * eana raust be provided to reverse the Electrokine-

i3 tograph electrodes at regular "terva so -that each paIr is presented
to the forces producing the m otionul ti4ua1 in a direct and reverse
sense to locate the zero points. Then too, rigid mounting presently in-
volves very large structures to support existinG interelectrode dWitances.
These distances can be re luced a much w,. 8(Yl through use of recently

lbdeveloped high sensitivity recor dir,, potantioraeters but the finite noise
•-• level of the electrodes and cables zu.ý-• be a•llowed for and kept below 1

or 2 per cent. Because of the magnet .c avd galvaAic effects of a ship's
metal parts it seems undesirable to brine; the electrodes close to the

hull or to attach them to it. Furthev$ as a ship makes her way through
the magnetic field of the ear,1i1 the l.nts of force are drawn together as
the bow approaches and are relxed ag•,in after the stern passes by reason
of the relatively hi&h magnetic permeability of her ferromagnetic parts.
A' pair of electrodovs near the hull woi•w be in an environment of increased
raague~ic flux density and., whilo the signal. itntensity would be inoreaaed,)
the onhanced field intenuity wrould br, only local ad would be reslponsible
for a closed circulation of electric currents through the hull and in the

h.f
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water near the hull of variable ma&gnitude depending on the ship' a speed,'
heading and overall magnetic permeability. All this added to the gal-
vanic potentials and pexmanent magnetism of the hull would produce large
disturbing efIfects and observational errors conceivably as great as
Sseveral hundred per cent. These external influencee would not affect
the electrcuagnetic flow meter of GucIt and Schoute-Vanneck because of
its t•ather high (15 Gauss) intensity artificial magnetic field, but
would be troublesome to the LlectrokLietograph which utilizes the
geomagnetic field.
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There are a multitude of alteornativc aallixgs involving current-fix
corners of both less tlhn and Creator than 900. Those will not be discussed
because each -ailing plan will be adopted for a specific reason the details
of which would run tiito needless volimes. The remaining sailing procedure
is the vtraight course.

The STRAIGHT COURSE is ideally useful as an index of the set of the
ship throughout its progress f;'om one geographical point to another. Were
it possible to rely on the zero point of the electrodes in all water condi-
tions such a record would be wxceodingly valuable and simple to make.
Unfortunately the present development of electrodes has not yielded pairs
with sufficiently similar responses to salinity and temperature changes to
produce a reliable zero point signal at all times. For this reason straight
courses must be bruken up and reversed occasionally for the purpose of check-
ing the zero point position if for no othor.

'0 COMPONENT ARRAYS of electrodes have been considered from the first
as the obvious solution to the problem of sailings. With three electrodes
making lines which intersect at right angles to each other it should be
possible to meaaure the true current continuously from a ship underway. There
are a number of difficultiea in the way of practical relization of this ideal.
First is the qlectrode arrangement itself. If two electrodes are towed astern
in tandem and the third towed on a paravane so as to make a right angle with
the first electrode of the tandem line the immediato problem is their spac-
ing. Paravanes are clumsy devices and behave in un-.ertain ways such that
the transverse interelectrode line would be constantly changing its length.
As the electrode zero-drift mav be larger than 1.0 my. it is impractical to
reduce the interelectrode distance and signa, strength and correspondingly
expand the recorder scale so as to be able to hold the electrodes with some
stiff member because it would be so difficult to keep the recorder pen on
scale. The present interelectrode distances are too large to allow stiffeners
to be used. If a stiff member coUld be used the Waravane would be unneces-
sary as the electrode array could be mounted on a right triangular frame
and towed astern as a whole.

Should more stable electrodea be available someday and allow closer
spacing, the problem of suitable #ecordere becomes immanent. The industrial
strip chart recorders in present Use are tough reliable instruments which
survive shipboard use quite well. These are available with a maximum of 1
millivolt full scale span which would decrease the present scale span by a
factor of 10. ThIA would allow reduction of the interelectrode by the same
factor, but the least discriminable sigiial would remain at its present value
of 10 microvolts or I0% of the full scale rather than 0.1% as it is now. To
reach the order of magnitude of sin!ge microvolt.s or tenths of microvolts
only unseawo thY instrumentation i8 available. Yet, this problem it leas
perplexing than the electrode problem. Should that be solved at any time
the development of recording, microvoltmeters and two-component conputers is
highly exacting but relatively straight forward engineerinj. A good deal
more could be written about the difficulties and possibilities of two-
component electrode arrays but the heart of the problem lies in the elec-
trode problem which must be solved first.
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"VI Instrumentation j
The first experiment performed to tent the principle of the Electrokine-

tograph was conducted with a simple zero-centarejd panel type microammotor.
Deflections were obtained which could be re.! reliably emnugh but because
the readings were in microamperea it •a•s necessary to know the resistance
of the circuit to compute the voltaeeo observed. Anyone who has tried it
can testify that the measurement of the resistance of any circuit contain-
ing an electrolyte in any branch is vell nigh impossible by direct current
methods. The readings obtained are almost meaningless because the resist-
ance (and polarization potential) changes with the application of a volt-
age needed to make the measurement.

In the second experiment voltages were read directly with a potentiom-
eter. This was aocomplished with a Student Type Leeds & Northrup potenticsa-
eter coupled to a Brown Instrument Co. chopper amplifier and balancina motor
which was mechanically connected to the potentiometer to produce continu-
ously balanced readirns. The results were good enough to show that the
voltages agreed roughly with those expected from Faraday' s theory. Follow-
ing this a Brown Instrument Company indicating potentiometer pyrometer was
modified to read in millivolts on a zero-centered scale. While this iUstru-
mont indicated the voltages correctly and waB rugged enough to withstand
the rolling and vibration of smaJl boats it was difficult to Judge the
average voltages of current signals through the oscillating wave signal
voltage and also a problem to determine the zero-point of the electrodes.
The number of separate notebook entries per hour of running ran into many
hundreds and were confusing to analyse. For this reason a continuous bal-
ance strip-charS recorder was puirchased and has been used ever since as

L tha nucleus of the Electrokinetograph.

Continuous balance strip-chart potentiometers are relatively expensive -(about $500 at present market figures) but their reliability is remarkable.
V).•: They can be obtained in a number of forms as multiple point recordere with ,

a repeating stamp wheel, with left hand zero or centered zero ecales with
spans of from 1 millivolt upward, and by appropriate gear train changes the
strip chart can be made to run at practically any desired rate under the
pen. Each instrument carries a standard cell to which reference is made
automatically at fixed intervals. Provision is also made for standardiza-
tion at the will of the operator. The minimum signal which these instru-
ments will recognize reliably is of the order of. 8 or 10 microvolts, depend-
ing upon the make. Because this minimum has a discrete value the record
of a slowly changing voltage is often composed of a oeries of minute steps
about a penis width apart. During more rapid changes of voltage the line
is smooth because the recorder balance point lag. behind the signal ever so
little and does not catch up until the signal becomes constant. Instruments
havizn slow full dcale traverse mechanisms lag the signal more than fast
traverse instruments. The two principal manufactures of these instruments
are the Brown Instrument Company and Leeds & Northrup Company both of whom
produce instruments having a "fast" traverse which amounts to about 2 sec-
onds for a full scale sweep of roughly 12 inches, Either of these makes of
instrument will withstand continuous violent tilting and heavy vibration
without dam& e or loss of accuracy. They are therefore well suited to use
at sea.j

.. .
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The remaining specifications needed to define one of these instruments
uniquely are scale span and chart speed. Originally the scale Opan was
chosen to achieve 1 millivolt per knot sensitivity over a range of 5
millivolts either side of a centered zero. This was considered a practical
choice both in term of the interolectrodo distance needed to produce this
signal and also from the point of view of the ability of the potentiometer
to discriminate 1/100th part of a millivolt or knot, and still permit
measurement of tiwartships. currents as mwift as 5 knots provided of course
the electrode zero and the mechanical zero of the recorder coincide. (Con-
trol of this coincidence will be discussed later on.) The strip chart
speed was difficult to specify at once and so a number of reasonable chart
speeds were provided for the first instrument which ranged between 10 and

.120 inches per hour. It has been found that the wave signal is the mostcomplicated of all and that it can be recorded at 60 inches per hour with-
out the pen retracing itself and for ordinary current work 20 to 30 inches
per hour will present the signals clearly for all work excopt detailedstudios of waves. If the chart speed is too high it is difficult to take
accurate eye-averages consequently in the inierests of aacuracy and papereconomy the slowest practical chairt speed is most desirable. Chart speedsof 113 or 1/2 inch per minute am• cxiidered optimum for survey work on
long cruises.

The MiRR SUPPLY (see wiring diagramt fig. 3) for these instruments
is designed to be 110 volt 60 cycle A.C. The strip-chart drive motor is
synchronous and for this reason the frequency of input power must be moni-
tored by a frequency meter of some sort. The Frahm vibrating reed type
has been found satisfactory. The sensitivity of the amplifier is affected
somewhat by changes in the input voltage and this too must be monitored.
Voltage fluctuations of 5 volts can be tolerated without noticeable inter-
ference so that an ordinary A.C. panel voltmeter is quite satisfactory.Ship's power usually has provision for voltage control in the engine room
but if this is lacking or inaccessible a G.R. Variac can be put in the line
to control the input voltage at the instrument. Should the ship's A.C.
power be converted D.C. or contain D.C. elements aboard, it is necessary to
isolate the power input of the recorder from the ship's power by an isolat-
Ing transformer. Ary D.C. components in the power supply will leak throughthe chassis of the recorder and through the hull in such a way as to pro-
sent D.C. potentials at the electrodes. This is ruinous to the electrode
surfaces and should be avoided by.every possible means* A good quality
1:1 Thordarson 250 watt isolating tranaformer has been used with success
and every precaution has been taken to insulate the recorder and electrode
lines from the ship.

The Brown Instriment Company's recorder requires a eround connectionfor sensitive operationi. This poses a problem since the electrodes are
essentially M099uring differences in ground potential. 'to add a "thir.lground" to the system without interfering with the electrodes is difficult.
Instead of a separate connection, the instrument ground was made through

l, One of the electrodes. When the power supply and instrument chassis areisolated from the shap this dodge is quite satisfactory. The Leeds &
Nortruprecorder does not require a ground connection and this problemdoes not arise. For this reason a choice has been made favoring the MN

'ig
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recorder, even though the Brown a.nd L&N inetrunenta are quite comparable in
other respects.

On the INUT side of the Elactrokintograph circuit (see wiring diagram,
fig. 3) no special ecj4ipmont is required, although a number of auxiliary
circuits add to its convenience in operation. With zero centered scales I
there is opportunity for a given sign•al from the sea to be registered am-
biguously as a positive or negative deflection depending upon the marnner in
which the electrodes are connected. To settle the question of sign an
arbitrary convention has been developed for the northern magnetic hemis-
phere; "THE RECOI1DIZ SHOS THE SIGN AND MAGNITUDE OF THE POTENTIAL AT THE
MORE DISTANT LECT..ODE WITH ?•E•PECT TO THE NEd•RE ONE."' The reasoting be-
hind this convention is based on the fact that the motional electromotive
force in the sea is counted positive in the senve of direction from plus
to minus. Thus, if the fairL,,, electrode it) more positive than the nearer
one the motional UVI in the soa or some component of it is pointed in the
some direction as the ship. If the recorder is facing aft so that the ob-
server faces forward to read it, a positive deflection is on the starboard
side of zero which is also the direction in which the ship is being set by
the current producing the motional EUF. In this way the sigen and magnitude
of the voltage trace shows the aense of the set while sailing a given head-
ing. Acceptance of this convention reduces confusion enormcusly. Even if
the recorder is facing forward or thwartships the convention is adhered to

for the sake of clearness in later interpretation of the records in the
laboratory. In this way ilL records have the same meaning and mental gym-
nastics are unnecessary during comparison. For similar reasons all written
notes on the recorder tape are made perpendicular to the time axis, and
"right side up." The chart is driven downward so that time progresses up-
ward on the tape. If all written notes are entered so as to be right side
up when the tape is as it was in the recorder the direction of time is es-
tablished oven though the nuaber of time entries is small. The voltage
traces are surprisingly awbiguous with respect to time and if' the direction
progress of time is undeLermined so are the signs of the voltages and con-
soquently the directions of the responsible currents by a factor of 1800.
To sum up matters conceining, the connections made at the recorder input:
first determine which binding post made positive will produce a right hand
def " oction on the recorder and itbel it (M) and second, connect the wire
front the farther electrode to ths binding post. Tlhis procedure establishes
the convention of signs.

Direct connection to the electrodes allovw the recorder to receive
i:;the total signal from the sea. As has been pointed out in Lhv section on

signals, this total signal ie composed of the Current, the Turbulence and

the Wave signals. The wave vignal can be controlled by the wave aignal
supprebsor section of the input control circuit (see wiring diagram, fig.
3). This consists of pure capacitance placed in varying amounts across
the input. As shown in the circuit diagrma the units of capacitance are
large (24,000 microfarads) and their effect is to reduce the response of
the recorder to longer and longer period signals as the total capacitance
is increased, The subsections of capacitance are in units of 1, 1, 2, 4,
and 8 times 24,000 microfarads such that the total capacitance in shunt is
doubled as each section of capacitance is added. Switches algo may be

1-
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thrown in such a way as to add J.•,3,4,5,6,7,,.3,9,lOl,_2,].3,)J.,15, and 16
units at will,, Pure capacitance ._ utred bo tha., the consiant potential
(D.C.) fraction of Lhe total 3ionzO. ie un.ftCcled. The capaci.tors are
Sprague electrolytic cohdanser3 rated at 3 voltsi Sinve electrolytic
capacitors have an internal potoential tho condenrsers are carefully graded
and matched against one another -o that th• potential of one is counterac-
ted by the potential of another "hich is connected in opposition, This can
be done for all but the firot two sections which are coaiposeac of ningle
condensers. These two are selected from many for their lack of foil po-
tential. All the capacitors are sectured bý a vho-'t circuitixlg buss bar
cozmmon to the switches controlling all the sections. In thi& way any ten-
dancy to develop foil potential is wtcpended by long periods (of short cir'.uit
rest. No trouble has developod from foil potential thus far, Should foil
potentials exist they are immediately apparent az a sharp kick of voltage
whonever the condenser bank is put into service. Shorted conddersers briag
the recorder pen to the instrumental zero point very abruptly and hold it
there. No trouble has arisen from this cause either, despite the extra-
ordinary specifications of these capacitorti. Only ,one difficulity has arisen
with the condenser banks in that ordinary double-pole - double-throw switchea
can develop higyh contact resistance when they are used for low voltage ser-
vice. Thus it occasionally happens that throwing a fouled switch will not
bring i- the condenser bank it controls. This is simply remedied by work-
inL the switch a few times with 1.5 volts across it. But cleared in thiS
way the condevzers may be polarized unless the polarity of tle ,,,tential is
reversed between operations :if the switch, then left on '"short" for awhile
until the condensers recover their equilibrium. If convenient it is best
to disconnect the condenscrs while clearing the swituh.

It will be noted from the circuit diagram that tho condenser bank
enters the circuit by way of a DP-DT switch which automaticaJ.ly cuts out
ti-9 condensers whenever the ZiJO-POINT CONTROL CIRCUIT is beinp used, This
circuit employs voltages in excess of the isting of the condensers and
makes such an interlock arrangement imperative.

The ZERO-POINT CONTROL CIRCUIT is a convenience Nhich makes it pr1-
sible to adjust the contact potentials of the two electrodes with respect
to each other without removing them. from the sea for, chemical treatemont
as was formerly the case. By this circuit both electrodes ave awde peel...
tive with respect to a separate grownd which may be the ship or a plece of
metal hung in the water from a vire over the sida. The lattr pr-ocedure
is preferred as it avoids miscellaneous potentials from othei --ircuits
aboard ship. The positive potex.tial frctu the battery is le(d to the elec-
trodes through the movable cenit...r tap of a 10 -ý potenticmtor connected

@• to the battery. MZotion of this center tap p te morfi resir-~
tanco in series with on: electrode and lsws in series with the other. Thus
one electrode will iasj more chvrge than the other when the (iL-cuit is
closed. This charge is passed through the sea by reaction o,' C!- ions wiTh
the Ag-AiCl of the electrode su'face peducL4-. more A and C07 atmosphere
and proportional charge ii. t.he contact potentiA of each alot:tAodo.
Ideally these potentials ah,ýuld be ide•xti.cvl. For this ruacon a microam,

I... j
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meter is placet/ in shunt acrrse the electrinde lines so that by aojuting

the center tap of :$he potent o.m;tor the ,.:"oauster can bm made te read
"uzero." Thie condition Vn:iL;,L- ;3. + ,-d c,'irrents flow in both legu
of the circuit and also indicati:ý equal , of olec-Orode reaction with
the sea. The position of th, potentiomotz' center tap chvZ-es const'antly
during this operation b -at'se .of 0he inquality of instantanious reaction
rate at the two e)>sctrodes and becauie of tli2Zht ;hanges of resistance
alcng the two current patLh. In practice the balance point can be refined
after rough adjustment by putliLg the atrip-ýhit rc.corder in the cicuit
and setting the circuit di-+d!ng potentiometer at cuch a point that the
voltage traca oscillates about zero. Such a trav~tment lsts fonly a minuite
or ao if 6 to 22.5 volts are used at the battery'. If grounding conditions
are b, the voltage may ha'vL to be Lnoreaoed tc, ao much -s 90 volts to pro-
duce enou&h effect in a uhort tice.

Electrodes ao treated wil3 usually show some reaction whoih may •equlxe
as much as 5 minutes to axpend itself. Usua!!•, too the new zero point will

not coincide with the raechanicdl zero of the recorder but Aill lie a little
toward the same side as it originally erred. This can be cured by repeat-
ing the zero adjuntment procedure with the balance point a little to the

opposite side of 1,he instrumenrteal zero as a sort of. "straightening a bent
t-ig" operation. It will be found that the result will be o!oser to mechan- .1
cal zero than a number of' zerced balance point operationxs would pro~uce.

The zero-point control cirmuit has shown itself to be alnoat itdi,
pensablo on cruises across long salinity gradiants where zero-sahft offects
are slow but persistent. It is also convenient for shifting the zero point
far to the right or left to give an expanded scale for measuring currents
larger than the ordinary raoe of the instrument., It 'also has an added
effect of keeping the electrodes in good condition longesl by rtplacing Cl" ions
flushed out of their atmospheres from the unlimited supply in the sea,
rather than from the decomposition of the AgCl colting.

To return to the power supply section of the recorder, a secondary
power supply is taken off the input transformer for operating the Magnesyn
compass at 12 volts D.C. Thic power is extracted by a filament transformer
which produces about 25 volts and 3.0 a&p. max. A.C. at the input of a
Selenium bridge-typa rectifier the output of which is 12.5 volts D.C. A
rather heavy capacitor Is placed across this pulsating D.C. to smooth it
before it reaches the magnesyn inverter which produces the 32 volt 400
cycle A.C. needed to operate the compass. This is a round-about circuit

but it is actually more compact than storage batteries which would be

needed otherwise. The Magnesyn Compass has been used to give separate
indication of ship' s heading up to the present, but when a direction in-

dicator is installed on the interelectrode line it will serve that purpose
equially well. Thus the Magneryn power supply is likely to remain a com-

portent of the deck unit unless a better reimote indicating direction

system can be fould. Under good conditions the Magnesyn is accurate to

2 degrees and is equipped with a full set of compensating magnete so that

it can be installed practically anywhere. To avoid lengthy compensating

procedures the transmitter has been mounted high above the ship on wooden

mastb or other firm non-magnetic structures whe:, the compensation problem

V•
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is less acute. Whon employed on the interelectrode .itne far from the shipI L the compensation difficulty should practically vanish.

The ELECTRODES and their CABLE constitute a separate unit of the
Electrokinetograph. Thu cableu employed have been two conductor rubber
covered varieties such as Domolition Cable, UC0-.2, Tirex,SJ-16, and
others. Demolition cable has very Iigh tensile strength but low reets-
tance to abrasion by BT wire. This is also true of SW-16 which is unshielded.I Shielded two conductor cables ouch as MCO$-2 and &Simplex Tirex may be cut
through but the shield arrests the BT wire and prevents it from breaking
the insulation over tLe conductors. vhile this sort of cable is not
exceptionally strong the strain on the electrode line is not greater than
100 lbs at 8 knots and no failure has occurred. Light cables have been
chosen so that the electrode cable can be handled by one man. Sometimes
it is n ecessary to haul the electrodes in a hurry when again lightness and
flaxibility are helpful. Fish may attack the cable but so far they have
only attacked the electrode cases.

Fitting out, the cable with electrodes is accomplished by first measur-
ing off a length froa one end roughly 3 times the length of the ship on
which the cable is to be used. This point is the location of the first or•i.: nearest electrode. The location of the second electrode is detenuined from ,

the relationship of a the interelectrode length to R-z the strength of the
ve rtical component of the earth' s magnetic field (Figure 4) such that for I
a given value of 14 the value of a can be chosen which will yield a signal
strength of 1 millivolt per knot of current. The value H. is determined
by the magnetic latitude in which observations are to be made• Values of
ki for every point on the earth are plotted on Chart H.0. 1702. For work
in the region off the east coast of continantal United States the modal

isod•vnamic line has the value 500 milligauss (also called 500 millioer-
stead or 0.500 Oerstead), this by figure 4 corresponds to a value of
s = 38.9 meters. This length is measured off from the first electrode point
and the cable cut.it

At the measured points the outer rubber coverlrZ of the cable is out
K away and the shield is pierced so av to expose one conductor. The conduc-

tore of two conductor cable are commonly coded black and white. By con-
vention the black lead is considered "positive" and is connected to the
distant electrode. The white lead is therefore exposed at the first elec-
trode point and the Silver-5ilver Chloride electrode soldered to it.

(*) If desired, a length grea~ter than 38.9 meters can be reasured off so

that a can be altered by taping the distant electrode to the cable after
"looping it back to the 38.9 meter point. This extra length is called an
"I' trimmer" and serves as an adjustment of such that the signal strength
can be maintained at 1 millivolt per knot of current even though the ship
may work in areas where H_ is lower or higher than the modal value of 500
milligauss. Of course it is also possible to keep.s constant and correct
the readings by simple proportion. This ia more commonly done.

... -- -- 7 1-11 1O
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This joint and the whole opening in the cable is then carefully taped up

with either Anhydrex or Uskorona rubber tape. With Anhydrea tape one must
stretch the black tape until it appears brovm and shows striatihoh in
order to secure a thoroughly wrLter-tight seal. Uskarona is gray and a
much tougher tape but must be iuLled very tight to insure an imperviousseal. The splicing operation should be done as follows: wrap the soldered
joint first with a narrow (half width) of friction tape and then with a
half width of rubber tape. Wrap the shield and other conductor of the
cable with friction tape and then writh rubber tape. Press the soldered
splice portion against the unsoldered part of the cable and secure the
two together with half-width friction tape: Cover the whole opening inthe cable a distance of at least two inches on either side of the opening

with rubber tape. At the points where the outer rubber covering of the
cable is taped over it is best to clean the cable with CCI , but let the
solvent cleanser dry thoroughly before taping over. Do not use gasoline
or ý*troleum solvents for this cleaning as they attack natural rubber.
A double thickness of rubber tape covered with a single thickness of fric-
tion tape completes the splice,

The distant electrode splice is simpler because it is a one-sided
splice. To proceed here, cut away two inches of the cable covering, exposethe shield and white cotductor, and strip the insulation off the black
conductor. Put a line of solder arouqd the shield to stiffen it and cut
away the excess. Solder the end electrode to the black conductor and tape
it with half-width friction tape. Tape over the end of the white conductor
with half-width friction tape and run the tape cover back over the shield.
Clean the rubber outer covering of the cable and cover with two layers of
rubber tape the whole terminus of the cable exposing only the electrode.
Complete the splice with a layr of friction tape.

Next the electrode housings are fitted to the cable (figure 5). Thebarrels of the housings must be slid along the cable to the electrodes butthe end pieces can be opened by removing the splines and be slipped over

the cable directly. Clamp one end piece (the end closest the ship) at
each electrode and secure the b1rrel. Then pack the barrel very tightly
with glass wool. Use as much force as possible in packing so that the glass
wool is impenetrable even to rather sharp instruments and then make fast
the other cable clamp. In handling glass wool there is some danger of
skin and eye irritation frcn flying particleu. To avoid this keep the
glass wool wet (with aea water) or wear gogglea. It is best to do the
packing in the open as particlea of glass wool are difficult to sweep up
and may fly in the air for weeks after a packing session indoors.

At the terminal electrode only one cable clamp is clamped around the
cable, the other is free. If left so it has been found that the terminalelectrode yaws violently in the water and may eventuallv break off the con-dictors. To steady the motion of this electrode a 15 foot length of manilla
line is placed in the grip of the unused ,.able clamp and allowed to trail
behind the electrode as a drogue. This increases the cable strain appreoi-ably but serves to keep the interelectrode line in the horizontal plane as
well as to steady the terminal electrode case.
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The desigr of the electro.ae hou.iidg (o.igur, 5) ia deliberately over-
done. They 4re built of' t ( ..... t.. bin. pororat. with 20
./8-inch holea near the, 4,ec r-.,c suitca 'ild tUp,-ortod at the ends by

foraica plugs contai.ng aplin ; to clun.p the cable° The ey)lines and theslots in the plugs are thxeole.1 coaioly eso that when the spline is brought
snugly against the cable the g.:Ip will withstaand very lerge tensile strains.
This relieves the splice of e cablie tension s3iice the barrel of the
electrode housing, carries Lhe t'Jmnson over the electrode and transmits it I
to the undisturbed part of the cable farther along,. The crushing strengthof the formica is sufficient to withstand being run over by a 1 ton truck,

and has withstood the bite of a shay.-.k on one occasion an evidenced by the
tooth fragments remaining in the electrode case.

When completed the electrode cable i6 put into service by simply heav-

ing it over the side 1roeue first and allowing the draZ of the ship's way
to pull the remainder off the deck. When about 2.5 times the ship's length
of cable is overboard the cable is clamped and the free end run into the
laboratory where connections are made to the flectrokinetograph Input ter-
minals. The black coded cond-tor is made fast to the positive terminal
and the white to the negative.

The clamp and rig of the overboard portion of the cable is subject to
variation depending on the shi~p In general it is well to rig the cable
well outboard on a light but long boom on the opposite side of the ship
from the taff-rail log or BT winch to avoid fouling. A light block at the
end of the electrode boom carrying an endless line long enough to reach
the dock and be belayed on a cleat makes a convenient rig. The endless
line (iignal hoist) may carry a dead-eye or wooden sheave through which
the electrode cable is reoved ond clewed with friction tape served with
marline. To haul the electrode cable one has merely to bring the dead
eye on dock and haul away. The electrode cable is best stoved by flaking
it either on dock or over a pair of pins secured to a convenient bulkhead.
The electrodes thoruselvei are etored in sea water. A heaviXLy waxed wooden
tub of sea water is best since it insulates the electrodes from the ship
and prevents eleotrochemical dvfiage to them. The water level in the tub
should be high enough to cover the eleotrodes but not so high as to over-
flow with the roll of the ship. Such overflow will make elactrical contact
between the electrodes and the deck.

MAGNL-'TOMM4;M. On several cruises an NOL-type saturated ccr- magnetom-
eter built by Leeds & Northrup was carried t., measured H at sea. It was

found that the values ran erratically around the values given on Chart

1i.0.1702 and deuended a good deal on thkA heading of the ship. A great
amount of time was spent shiftIng the detector frcxh place to place on the
ship in an attempt to secure readings which wre independent of the ship' s

heading. Taking the ship as a dipole one would think a point high end
midships would be least affected by ship' s field for measurewent of the

vertical component. Such was not the case. On the A a long spar

was rigged out on the bow as a bow-sprit and the magnetometer head sus-

pended from the tip 20 feet from the ship, Readings isre improved but

"S /
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sti2LL show~ed varlationxz az grrjata 10 i~ligauss on diffiorent head4.ngs.
Theve experimenti iin I~cez~ w&o- gave no better inforaation than is
available on H.0. 1702 ;lid oince, than thiB chart has been taken at its
face value. It is not knowvn ho';i relitible thi3 and the other magnetic
charta are, but f or tho; purpo~c>j of~ the lEloctrokinetograph,, values of
1,to the nearest 5 atUliý;auva In 500 (1,,) iri within the experimental

error of the ixistrumcnt and surioiorit1y precise f~or work~ in high inA~g-
netie latitudes.

The Electrokirietog-raph ia jiore and more efficient as the value of
4z increasess. It is afficient :tn the senae that the standard signal
strength can be received from allortar and shorter interelectrode lines
as J.increases. In the opposite sense the interelectrode distance be-
comues very large as work extendr, toward the magnetic equator (where
H = 0) and theoretically becanos infinito at the magnot.1c equator itself.

TW ~actical lower limit of magnotic; latitude in which ihe Electrocineto-
graph can be uned succesafUlly is probably at the 100 mii'14.auas isodyne.
At this line the interelectroda distancemuc~t be increasev to about 2-00
meters or the 1 mv./knot ratio reduced to some othekr figar -. In low
magnetic latitudes the value of HZ must be better known too in order for
the pere~ntage error to remain at not more than 2 per cent. Independent
magnatometry will doubtlesv have to be done f2=~ the ship if work is
attempted in low magraetic latitudes.
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The foliowank4 &culJion - i Js d.viat;d i., tvico p.•rtL; (.C. an explanation
of the basic phricl pC4)c."'., c, CQLhLe to produce :, '.surabie poten-
tials in a wiro botwton two :l~. rodkw to 1 11 .n wcving ,ea. ater, and (I1)

"a rigorous maý,heania toratient My ra'. UL<n'] Ctuivnefl oC ti) , rength and J
distribution of rc-idu.al ". ;ct1-cLc: Ioto.!.1...t'hId;) in thu sc• which act to
reduce tho potVntiaJ a:ured inied wirc Lo a fiiur( slight4y less
than the value of the, motional llrd ootained £rosa Faraday' c I av,'

Part I Ba~sic haltionshins

The quantity lahich is fundaeentally responsible for thl potentials
developed in the towed wire and in the sea itself is the elu ?tric field
streangth E. This quantity is t le driving force ifnich is cal. '..ble of pro-
ducing mQtion when it acts on charged particles. The phenoiri-.na accompany-
ing the motions of charges can be rmeasured by ordinary eleoti'ical iistru-
merits while tha electric field itself canxiot. Nevertheless 'he properties
of an electric field raust be understood if tha measurable (ijiects it, pro-duceo are to be rationalized and predicted.

An electrio field is said to exidst if a charge placed i . a region
experiences an electric force. The nagnitude of the force F depends on
both the dlectric field intensity 6 and the chqrge a on. the _,article.

L ~F ~qE11

By thils duf irdition, the electri(; field Jintensoity at any po1ii ie the force
exerted by the electric field on a unit (positive) charge at that point•,
It is counted positive in whatever direction the force F act on that posi-
tive charge. If a unit positive charge is moved a distance 'r against the
electric field) the work done izs - F-dr; the mninus sign ind(i ating the con-
trary sense of motion. This work expended, is stored in the position of
the particle, the new position being considered to have potlc ial with rQ--
spect to tho old position. The difforence in potential bet% en the initial• ~and final poiLnts dV is equal Lo tho wor•k dn-_'dr., and o)i ce by (1l)

, ~F/q =E and q: b "y choice in def•u[tion

!dV z L d (12)

which may also be written

E grad V (13)

From (13) it may bu caid, iE or :.riy component of E in a given direction is
equal to the space rate of decrease of potential in that dir ctiono

Now the space rate of decrease of potential integrated -ver a line
parallel to the gradient between two arbitrary points yields a quantity
which, if no current flows, is the Electromotive Force and i: equal to thou
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greatest possible diffaronce irn potential botween those trlJ pointe without I
the action of e-tui-nal agencior. For son:oirt puUrposeo it ise the cese of
the electromotivt force gonerz.tcd by tho motoion of a cubs'ttnce with re-
spect to a magnetic field or -oVional elctrcmiotlve force i hat is of great-
est interest.

Motional Electranotive Force, Fara L 'wp I
Let us consider a straight wire ; of lengt.h s hav•ng a small 1+

metal sphere at each end. The wire is movingZ with a velocity v
toward the right through a uniform magnetic field of density B j
directed into the plane of the paper. The electric force on a
free chaarge in the wire is

B = (vx ) (14b

If de is a vector element of length of the wire, -the Motioral Ewf pro-
duced in the wire is

0o O I-J

from which it can be said, the "dot" product of B, the magretic intensity, I
and (v x d3), the time rate of increase of area swept by tLo wire, yields
the motional EMf of this physical situation. This is Farac'ay's Law.

The existence of the electric field of intensity E produces a separa-
tion of charge such that for the case described negative charges are driven
toward b and positive charges toward a. This separation of charge goes on
actively until the qiantity of charge collected on the metel spheres is
sufficient to produce an opposing difference of potential equal to the
motional Emf. Charges of either sign aea then in equilibrium and suffer

no further motion along the wire.

An h*periment

Suppose this equilibriua is diaturbed by alloving the knobs a and b to

slide (making perfect contact) on a pair of conducting rails connected to-
gether by a motionless bar to produce a short circuit. The charge aepara-
tion process is instantly resumed wid continues to function so long as the

circuit is closed. The rate of charge separation rises as the system at-
tempts to develop a potential difference V between the spheres equal to
the Emf, but as fast as charge is separated and collected on one sphere
it leaks away into the rail below, flows across the shorting bar and re-
turns by the other rail to the other sphere. The potentiaJ. difference in
the wire never attains the value of the iaTf but does reach an equilibrium
value determined by the total circuit resistance and the Eim'.

iaf = i(R + r) (16)

or

iR: W - (17)

4-,gW Z.._
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where R is the reci-tanc• of t>io rails to and .nQluding the reeistanae of
the shorting bar, and x. is the roelbainco of the moving wire.

A potentiometer counected across the rails near the moving wire will

read the value of ill. If the notinq bar is removed the potentiometer will
0show a reading equal to the theoretical value of the motiona&. Bmf in the I

wire. Now suppoea the potentiometer is made to move with the wire and is
connected to the two spheres at the vdire's ends. If tihe shorting bar is
removed the potentiometer will read ZIMO, quite opposite from the first
experiment with the shorting bar removed. Tids result is zero because the

bucking potential (the quantity whlioh a potentiometer indicates) is now
exactly supplied by the interaction of the moving potentiometer leads with
the magnetic field. The potentiometer leads terminated at the two spheres
have an unclosed length a which is exactly the same as the length of wire
between the two spheres. Since both branches of the resulting circuit are
moving with precisely the same velocity through the same magnetic field,
the motional iJWf'a (by (15)) are identical in mannitude and direction. Hav-
ing the same direction they oppose each other in the closed circuit.

Next replace the shortIng bar. Current immwdiately flows through the
moving wire,, the rails and the shorting bar in accordance with equations
(16) and (17). The motional 1:Lf in the potentiometer leads is not changed,
neither is it changed in the wIxe, but there is a potential drop ir in the

i'v wire which did not exist before. Thus there is a potential differenae equal
-to Emf in the potentiometer leads and a potential difference (Eaf - ir) in

fri the wire which is not equal to the value Emf. As a result the potentiometer
battery must provide a portion of the bucking potential required to balance
it. This portion is V, its readInLg, and

V = r -. (18')

From equation (1S) it can be seen that if ir is zero, V is zero, but as
ir approaches the value Emf, V also approach--es the value Emf. The value
"7 ir approaches the value Eluf as the value iQ approaches zero. The value

of il- can be made to approach zoro by increasing the number and total
cross-section of the shortinrg bars between the rails. In so doing the
amount by which V differs from the value 1Wf is diminished.

Thus it can be seen that a practical measurement with a potentiometer

cal lead to a result numerically equal to the motional Emf provided the
motional m3f in the physical system has been shorted out or red'uced to a
negligible value, while that in the measuring instrument i,, undisturbed.
It is also to be noted that the motional Lmf is directly related to the
electric field intensity B by the integral of J'dLs given in equation (15)
and that from a knowledge of the physical situation producing E given in
equation (14), 1mf may be found. Conversely if Emf or a voltage V which is

nearly equal to Emf, is measured the physical situation can be reconstructed.
This is the important case insofar as the Electrokinotograph is concerned.

výt
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In figurroj.tioaj oi" t' aqppLrnt motional &raf in the
sea to the water current the *ar".h's finld, zxd to the obsoz'ving ship
are shoywn .1n a cut-'ivray dra,,½'6. It mu.n.t bo re :i:)e~r-ed that the function

of the return current lino.s thovwn La tj, ,o vaWer subja.cent to the cuiTent
is to destroy the potential on c l re ultL..cq fran the motion of
the sea water, so that the moticnal Lmf in the wii, between the electrodes
may be measured againnst as small a background of residual potential differ-
ence, (&Xf - ir) or (0), as the situation will allow. The smaller the
resistance of the subjacent water mass the smaller this residual potential
difference will be and the more precisely the measured voltage at the po-
tentiometer will match the motional Emf of tho drifting intorelectrode
line as explained In equation (I8) and (18?). If nearlyr all the potential
differences in the sea are shorted out it is possible to tow the electrode
line at any depth and measure a voltage nearly equal to the electromotive
force in it as a result of its drift with the water motion.

In figure 6 and in field work with the Electrokinetograph it has been
assumed that the water motions being measured are purely horizontal. In
the sea, which is approcimately 1/1000th as deep as it is broad, this assump-I
tion is not unreasonable. Vertical circulation is known to exist in parts
of the ocean. Observations of currento in these areas will yield only the
horizontal component of motion for the reason that, the electrodes too are
horivontal, and for the considerations which follow.

If a water current flows through an. inclined magnetic field H_ at a
velocity v it will produce in itself' an electric field k, giv.n by the
vector cross product

S:(v x) , (1.9)

This equation implies that v, iL, axd Bý (all vectors) are mutually perpen-
dicular. The vector v or a ,Aajor component of v is parallel to the sur-
face. The vector Ef generates an 'uf in the horizontal electrode line which
is parallel to thesurface ,rid moved with the horizontal component of v.
Thus in this physical situaiion the only componenit of H that satisfies
equation (19) is HZ the vertical co.ponent. Depending on the setwe of
direction of HZ the vector E is directed positively 900 to the right or to
the left of the positive sense of X. E hao the sense of the direction of
advance of a right hand screw pcxrpendiculzul to the plane common to Y and

_Hz and rotated from v to 11 throuh the smaller of the angles between them.

There E lies 900 to the right of the direction of v in the northern nag-
netic lernisphere and 900 to the laft in the southern. Figure 6 is drawnI
for the northeni magnetic hemisphereo

It is hoped that the foregoing has made clear how the quantities
measured by the' Electroklnetograph are related to the motions of the sea.

It is the conductivity of the sea and its short-circuiting prorerties

that make these measurements possible. Were it not for this, the elec-

tric field, which pervades both the moving sea water and the measuring

instruments moving with this water, would produce identical effects in

the sea and in the instruments with the result that the difference between

/,
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them woifxd always be zero. In Lv'vth the potonbialr in thc sea are not
annihilated but they are reducod to sval. valucs which are almost neg-
Jigible for practical sit,-.Lirxia Lii tho deep sca. In 11r. .;tcfmel's paper
the equations for computatioxi of th~ee roeiduals are devoloped, and also
evaluated for a few Bpeoi~l ci:;or in figures 7 and 8.
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Part I__ - TheG .Thao. t, hi a, i.+,otntal Fj.d ,Induced in

L. 1,. The N.obJlam Duo to th, fact that the water in the aonan is a

conductor, and that it is oveO, ,yol' under the influence of the earthfs
magnetic field v:e should expect., by the law of electric induotion, that
Xharever the water is in motion electric potentiala and currt. nts will be
established. it is tha purpoce of this rAxper to discuss the general
theory of thase phenomena in tho doee ocean and to i"ndicate .ezrtain
anay•tical solutions of the problem vidch de•n.•trate the im[ ertant physi-
cal aspects of electric fLield3 vssociated with ocean cu-rer•L

2o Acknowleciuent The author is particuJ.rly indebted to Mr. Lt.
S. Longuet-Higgifs of .the Admiralty Research Laboratory at ToddinGton for

acquainting him vth the basic p;hydcc involved-Li section 3.

3. The fundamental e2uati.n of the electric field Let H be the vec-
tor magnetio fiedJ interwity, ,P be the scalar reelsiabivity and i the
electric current vector. Consider a closed curve fixed in the luid. Let

v be the fluid yelocity vector. The length of arc along the closed curve
is given by thG vector s. The element of area of the surface enclosed by
the curve is dS. Faraday's law of induction may than be expeossed in the

following very general form

d!

where the cd/t i to be understood iii the manner of tho subst aatial deriva-

tive of hydrodynjuics. The first term of equation (1)* may I-., transformed

(see Abraham and Beuker, "Clabsi-al Electricity and Magnetis•n pp. 39-40)

av follows:

'dt YU , t

JJff(di,,H)l ~ - Cow 1jcix f xcx a (2)*

In the ocean a considerable implJfication of equation ( )* is posuible

because over .moderately largo ar uas H is constant and uniforn. Therefore
the first two terms of tha secon I member vanish, and by Stk ss theorem the
thiard term may be transformed to a line integral.

"The equation (l)!4 ay now b-D written in the following 'L rm.
i x H -s 0) " :
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The vanishing of this line inteo.tral OigItios the wd.tstenco of the electric
scalar potentil•a ftunction 0, dofined In the following way

k-6 v X U - (5)*

The term p _ involving the u=k;.io-n ouicrront vector i may be eliminated if
p is assumed to be uniform, for then the div / i vanil3hes, and upon tak-
ing the divergence of eqAiation (5)* one obtains

V = H • curl (6)*

If H and v are both regarded as knovm, which is physically the case, then
we simply have hero Poisson'l equation to solve for the electric potential

. It. is desirable to emphasize the complete generality of equation (6)*.
This equation defines the electric potential field resulting from aU
arbitraa velocity field in the ocean.

4 .. An idealized articular ocean current system and its aseociated
electric potentia. field. In order to exhibit many of the foatures

of the problem an idoalised ocean current system is treated hero. Rec-

tarigular coordinates are taken with the x, y plane in the surface of the

ocean, and the z axis pointing vertically upwards.' This ocean is supposed
to be divided into two layers. The top layer, #i, extends fron z = 0 to
z = -h 1 . The bottom layer, #2, extends from z = -hl to z = -h 2 . The
bottom of the ocean, z = -h2, is taken in this discussion as non-conducting.

The velocity in layer kl is supposed to be given asV 0
. = (7)*

vz 0

Layer #2 is supposed to be at rest. This current system consists of al-

ternate bands of water of breadth b moving in the positive and negative y
direction over a lower layer which does not participate in the ujotion.
This picture is somewhat artifici"l, but because it is expressed in circu-

lar functions may be generalised by meais of the Fourier Integral Theorem.

Let us euppote that the magnotic field of the earth is entirely vertical

-H 0 (8)*SHz
Substitution of (7)* inuo equation (6)* gives the following (quations

Y2 YeinpýX (9)*

702: o (9')*
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6ubstitutin.• into oquiation (i4)* we obtain

In the partioular caso we are discu~sing a I • x 11 va ihes so that the

boundary condition at the isurface z 0 is

•-•-- o(j..)*
@z

The boundary condition at the bottoia z -h2 is also ono of no current
flow so it is the swae as equation (17)*.

At the interface between layers 1 and 2, z = -h , two conditions

prevail, for clearly tho potential and current nu.st 5e continuouz. There-
fore at z m-h,

(l18)*

Thesecnd f (l3' )* :

The second of these equations may be expressed in terms of the potential

K ¢1 ?02( •, -•

The conditions (17)* at z = 0 and z =-h and the conditions (18)i, and
(.8")* at z -hl, suffice ,to detortnine ihe constants of integration.

(A1t ) 'Sfl•h (112 - hl)
A s inW h2

B1  " 0 (19)*

sinhA h1
A2

tarnhA h2

B2  Sinhýhh

Therefore the final solution is

r:

'I ,i , . I• , ,• -"• . -•- .• • '• '• • • -• ,•-•.u i, L• ,• .•• • ••, ,. • •, o•• .,•.. .'
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2 _-I
•'•:•• h• •--(20)*

For purposes of illustration E•<voral graph•; have beon consi ructed showing
li~nes o±f equal potential for d ffex'ent values of' b, arnd h1., Ihrination
of the resultsi shows how vensli~ve the potential field io-to the relative
depths of the two. 1ayers 1 ancd 2o WVhen the top moving layer ise thin. con-.
pared to the lower one at rodf, the potentials established are very much
reduced. The breadth of the current~ ise not a very important factor ox-
cept for a multiplicative ±factor dirmectly proportional to breadth.

L5. A fu~'ther partichular cagse of intore The axes arce ta•ken 88 insection 4R. The velocity iQ a z uSed to b1 all in the positive and negative

y-direction, as boA'ore, but acoordinv? to the following pattern in tho x,
z plane

v-v cos.-xr coo -- (21)*
Sy 0 b h

2I
where hi i s the total depth of the bottom beneath the surfatote r 0 and

Sudetitution of this value of ve, into equation (6la y:elde

b b /h
The solution of this requation which po talotisfies tho boundary con-

diuion. b red/tz o0 at z c 0 and z vr-h ii

L~7  ,,hr ,
-O0, 1, 2, 3, oe ooo

6. N terL• dlzol ca. •ofont A conwofnint nTmerical method of
solution 4a bh beoit pn tho tion methods d~veLpos d by Sir
Richard Southwell ("arelaxation Mthods in Theorltical nphysis" Oxford, I
wher) Any vetical, profile can be investigated and the electric potential
""iel 2pu 3..
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,3(6)- i, xpM-e2d in fir.ll• differonce ff£0z, Thu boundaryconiditon at the boztoia and ab 1h- fre 8urf:.hce io exprcesesd by equation16)*. The procedtu-e of Lhe c,...ution LO thenI by lio.uid-.tlon of reciduals(ýouthwell, ibid, p. 24). PUbl.icati,..,n o.C rely of tIie r.Ljon Iolutione
a postponed uintil me,... el.ectrie poteinlbita m..uiemonte and

sufficient hydrographic .3t&.tJ.vn,. for compubation of the velocity fieldare available."

-0--
Note

"The valuer of • over a nziber of cro=-,iectionj of water motion in-
volving ohear across the x axio, and acrosu the x and z axes are given infiJlures 7 and 83 respectivoly. ýVhile th-!so sections do not reasemble closelyany kmoym oceanographic case they do show how the increase of shear in thewater motion improves the remults of measurement by reducing the rooidualpotentials in the sea. They aLsio show that both adjacent tnd subjacentwater curTents having independent rmotions with respect to the Water currentundergoing moasuremiunt can replace in effect the propertiob of a largeatationary maws. During examination of these fields it should be rememberedthat they are fieljW oef residual pobential which are subtracted by the ceafrom the motional Lrat in the mea)urirY. instrumuents to yield V the observedmotional potential k J.quation (181)). The drawtnes were computed and
prepared for drafting by M"-, Barba-,a Allen.

-- 0- W.S. vA.

I
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VIII .5hip'ts Log £pqi'Thvmts •t

Meremonto of thc foOfi'd Ua Cldp )"c theoror icaLlUy possible
through a slijght readjuvstmernt •f tnou(>q coiocrriirig the basic principle of
the Electrokinetograph. A ss oll eri'e~it, wei'e por.ioi-med to see how
practical such a log wumld be. "Tv.o al,;cbrodoL wýr•o towed e, ual distances
a.tern on eithor 91dý v' the tsh-ipnd pai'atcd by 50 feet. The theory is-
that the wire transvars to th• ships %,ay would cut flutx an, produce a
signal proportional- to tho ratei of mreLlon of th-e ship while the other trans-verse portion of the loop, closd by the water bcty:zen the electrodes, does
not share this motion and consequently dos not cut flux or produce a sig-
nal proportional to thi ship' s specd. This situation shoulcd allow measure-
ment of the voltage in the moviq• segment. It is further argued that the
motional HMF signal froas woving water filaaents between th- electrodes dvould
appear with the shipt s speed signal and that both wake and current signalswould occur. All the5e theoretical effects ware found to exist. OnAtlantis Cruise 149 an experiment was run with the ship undor sail to avoid
the propeller wash present in all previous experiments, and it was found
that the recorded voltage changod as the ship'e speed changed. But again
the problem of electrode zero made it impossible to determie from whatpoint these voltage changes had their origin and therefore, whether or not
the changes in voltage were proportional to the change in speed of theship. Through extrapolation baokward toward the origin by means of thetheoretical speed-voltage relationship a zero point was calculated itnich
agreed well with the zero point registered by stopping the ship but of
course, this is not a practical method. It was thought that exchanging the
positions of the electrodes froin side to side of the ship would provide
the needed zero information, but, to gain the necessary interelectrode
distance outriggers were used, and the operation became hopcles:sly cumber-
some. Further work on this problem will be undertaken as ncn ideas or
better electrodes come to light.

TB3 and !FF systems are co=sidered to be possible parallel develop-
ments to the measurement of voltages in the sea. It is known that both
power and potential fields surround an electric dipole in a. i'onducting
medium. With suitable detecting circuits it is possible to .:ecoive signals
emitted from the cipole at some distance 3evoral experimeni's have been
made to test the range of such a eoianunication system. In o.~e experiment
in which two electrodes 2 feet apart were energized by a 1 watt A.F. speech
signal it was possible to receive a clearly intelligible signal 30 feet
away by means of two other electrodes 2 feet apart. All electrodes were
esiple brass plates 2 x 6 x 1/32 inches. The received signal was ampli-
fied about 120 db and could be heard very well through a speWker. The
ittenuation over the rankle wao about 90 db. The electrodes in this experi-ment were arranged to rotate so that it was possible to detenilne the
null pattern of the isopotential lines aurrounding the trana.nitting, dipole
The nulls were extremely sharp at short ranges and still sharp enough for
homing purposes at extreme ranges. In practical. scales using 200 feet
between the electrodes of the dipole transmitter and the receiver the
maximum range is probably of the order of 1.0 to 1.5 miles for 1000 watts
input power, provided code signals are used. Voice or other A°F. trans-
mission would be difficult beyond a range of 0.5 mile. The ranges are

AI



ehort becau3e th.• in put v31tt{.o :ct•,t be .iicrcas.d by the 31/2 pow-er of the
geometrical scaling fZ-vtcr. Thr-.t iL3, it the t-Csrcblctrode distance a
and tVe range b is .inrcat.ed by n fhctcr n the volal±ge musa Le increased
by acVpl2. If the <.,urulEctx d t.e a is kept constant a doubled
range is accwmp1iceh.:e Ly cuhlŽi' the voltTahe, The cube is a ,tiff rate of"
increase consequently .he ran.le for a'.acn.i.l powier output ilitedo
the order of a mile or to.

The rapid attenuation of signal strength hat an advatage of security
in tAat the range is so sharply limited that canplete confidence can be
had in its limits. For short rarnge TES there is no appreciable electro-I
magnetic radiation developed, and other than that from ignition or gewera-
tor systems there is no appreciable background noise Li the A.F, rarge of
frequency. It was found after these exper.ments had been performed that
more exhaustive trials of the method had been made under full scale condi-
tions by Hardy (1945) and his associates at the Moore School of Electrical
Engineering, University of Pennsylvania. His results are in good agrenment
with those presented here.

The range of the system is also too short for tactical use as SAS-IFF
or for use from surface ships with submarine escort. To extend the range
to five miles from a transmitting dipole for which a is 200 feet the input
power would have to be raised to the order of I or more megawatts. With
pulsed power this might be feasible without stupendous power packs but
Hardy reports poor success with pulsing. His problem was slightly differ-
ent from the one suggested here in that he was primarily interested in
short range coamnuications for landing operations and between swimmers in

demolitions creow. Further study of the whole problem mirght be profitable
as the rapid attenuation of the signal with range could be turned to ad-,

vantage.

t.IIl,
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Introduction
-. .t of reat simplicity

which is capable of rueaurine tho motions of oca wat•e froin a nioving vossol,

The motions of the coa may roeult from any cause, wind drift, waves, currents,
and their eddies, tides, ueichoe, tstum&is or aifact. , and stil be suit-
able objects of study. The basic perfoniance of the instrumient depends upon
Faraday's Law of bLectromagnetio Induction, particularly the special case
which he mentioned in his Bakerian Lecture to the Royal Society in 1832.
This case -discuseed on page 176 of the Philosophical Transactions 1832 is as
folov•'- *Theoretically, it sonxs a necossary conoequence that where water
is flowing, there electric currents should be formed: thtvu, if a line be
imagined passing from Dover to CalaL through the sea, and returning through
the land beneath the water to Dover, 5t traces out a circuit of conducting
niwer, one part of which, when the water moves up or dovm the chanmel is
cutting the ma.r~atic curves of the earth wLiilt the other is relatively
at rest ..... ýdhere the lateral exteni of the moving water is enormously in-
crea•i•d, it does not seem iuprobable that the effect should becane sensible;
and the Gulf 3trowa may thus, perhaps, from electric currents moving, across
it, by mapneto-electric induction from the earth, eetat a sensible influence
upon the fonna of the lines of magnetic varlation.sý- (*'footnote Theoreti-
cally, even a ship or boat when passirq on the surface of the water, in
northern or southern latitudes, should have cuITents Of oloccricity rutoring
through it directly across the line of her motions or if the water is flow-
ing past the ship at anchor, sio-ilar.curr'ents should occur.)" )'This is a
clear statemaent of the effect vdiich hav subsequently been oboervod, but
which Faraday hitmelf f.ailUd to detect thkough a lack of suitable electrode
materials.

The Present 1'Iaperimen~tal Metho~d

In 1920, liessro. Younag, Gorrard and Jevons of the British Admiralty
published the results of prolUiiinary experiments whirch they performed in
Dartmouth Harbor putting Faraday's idnas to a more modern test. They wore
qualitativaly ouccessful and showed that motional electromotive forces
(apparently) do exist in the sea and that it is possible to determine the
directions of flow causing them. Their experiments were of the sort men-
tioned by Faraday using moored electrodes on eith3r side of a tidal stream.
and also drifting ,lectrodes hau(clcd i.'rca a boat. In each cat4e the elec-
trio current flowing through the circuit was measured rather than the voltage.
This leads to a pracical difficulty with Ohmi's La,.- which does not hold in
electrolytes. To avoid this trouble the Electrokinetograph measures voltage
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by mueans of a modified constant balanca p~tntiometer which records contin-
uously on a strip chart. The recorded vcltages are those picked up between
two Silver-Silver Chloride electrodes either moored, or towed behind a
ship in tandem. The magnitude of the voltage is given by the equation

kE = HSv x 108 (1)

in practical units, where H is the vertical omponont of the earth's mag-
netic field, s is the dlstance between electrodes, v is the speed of the
water motion, E is the voltage and k is a correction factor which depends
upon the depth of water and to snme extent upon the nature of the bottom.
The factor k has been determined in water of varying depths and has been

found to be roughly 3 in 8 fathoms and 1.0 in depths greater than 1500
fathoms. It may be substantially 160 in w.ter only 100 fathoms deep butthe existing data are In~ufficient to establish the point. A program of _k

studies is planned.

Regarding direction, the obser23d magnitude of E varies at any station
with the course of the ship. The meautired E is that along the line between
the electrodeQ and is thaI, induced by the -omponent of water motion at right
angles to this line. Thus two measured voltages along two courses at some
angleP, usually greater thnn 600 and less than 1200, to oath other ard hav-
ing ltowa geographic bearings, suffice to establish the true direction anti
magnitude of the motional electromotive force in the sea. This datum is
related to the direction and magnitude of the water motion by the vector
equation

k'E .xxH (2)

in which k is the aforementioned scalar correction, E is the vectorial volt-
age produced by the cross product of v the water motion vector and H the
magnetic field vector. Under present circumstances E is measured by two
horizontally ,4i,,pcsed electrodes which therefore detect only the horizon-
tal componen r E. This restricts the solution to the horizontal component
of v and con, •aontly the vertical component of . z of H the total magnetic
field of the earth at the station.

In p~ractice .1 is measured from the ship, and ashore a continuous
record of the stabhity of the earth's field is made to establish the state
of the "magnetic weather" during observations at sea. Regional magnetic
storms are reaorded at Woods Hole by means of a pair of electrodes half 4
mile apart epaning the Hole. A recordir- galvanometer writes the trace
of the electric currents generated by the tidal oscillations and also those
earth currents arising from magnetic storms (see figure 1). The validity
of this record as an index of maignetic activity has been established through
comparison of eight months of continuous ticial W~ trace at Woods Hole with

coincident magnetometric traces secured from the Cheltei-am Magnetic Observa-
tory. The correlation is nearly perfect, and it. is pocsible to observe the
onset and cessation of storms with complete confidence. The effect of
magnetic storms upon the measurement of curreonl •'t sea is not known at present
since the earth's field has been stable duri.ng all teats of the method. It
is expected that the disturbance w!ll be s-dftacint•ly marked to be detected
at sea unless observatioru are boing madu or ijolent water motions such as
that in the Gulf Stream.
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Geop~hysica) magnetic fields duo to submarine geologic structures will

produce small errors in the obszervod wiatr motion, but by means of con-
tinuous or closely spaced measuremerts of Hz macde currently with a degaus-

sing magnetometer designed by N.O.L., it is possible to allow for such
changes. The present instrument read, to bettcr than 10 nilligauss at
sea, and since H, in local latitudes ranges from 450 to 500 milligauss,
precision of 2 per cent !.s maintained. This error loes within the experip-

mental error of the Ulectrokinetograph.

Field Trials of the Elect roknetograph

The earliest experiment with the technique was begun 16 November 1946
when the moored electrodes across Woods Hole were installed. These were

soon connected to a recording Flueuoter made by General Electric which was
altered to act as a recording galvanometer. This instrument has been in
continuous operation ever since. It was noted very early in the experiment

C that the voltage did not correspond to the current strength in accordance

vwth equation (1), but that k had a value somewhere between 3 and 4.

The first experiment at sea with towed electrodes was perfonned on
19 March 1947 near the Cox Ledge Gong off Block Island. The results gave
the direction of the current in good agreement with the observed direction
by visual bearings on the gong and an improved value of the current speed
(due to the deeper water) for which k was approximately 2.

Immediately following this experiment a constaat balance potentiometer
was preparxed and more suitable equipment built to hold and handle the elec-

trodes. Several cablep were fitte4 with Silver-Silver Chloride electrodes
spaced 3 x 104, 4 x 1o; and 5 x 10-i centimeters apart. The electrodes Vwre
housed in "corn cobs" of foxnxica which protect them from damage on deck

and attack by fish or the ptseWg BT. The size and snrfaue area of the
electrodes is iaiaterial •the only criterion determining their fitness for

use is an identity of skn potential. It has been found that two piecs
of silver wire 0.100 in, diameter and 6 in. long wouAd into pJg tails and
chlorided for a period of 2 minutes with Conc. HC1 and Cone. HNO3 mixed

I t 1 have nearly identical skin potentials. Any dissitnilarities can be

eliminated by shorting the electrodes together in sea water for a few hours.
The identity of potential will remain for a period of hours or days de-

pending on the pair and then drift at the rate of 1.0 nv,/3 6 houre or so j
.util the coating is washed away. Ronewal of the coating is as simple as

its original deposition.

The drift of interelectrode potential does not interfere with the
,,,, record of the relative potentials in the sea but it does confuse their •

absolute values by shifting the electrical zero of the recorder with

respect to the mechianical moro. For this reason it is nececoary to re-

verse the direction of the ship and the streaming electrodes every four
K or five hours to reverse the sign of the incoming potential. In steady

water currents this method establishes electrical zero along the line of

symmetry between the recorded direct and inverse voltages.

Meot or thia technique was worked out in the course of a number of

II
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Sone-day oruisea in Vineyard and Nantucke' Sound,; . Thase trials were
followed by two deep sea crui5os B-6 and D-9 of R/V B-xiM heading
across the shelf from the vicinity of Vineard Somid ightiship. The
first cruise Was specificully donijned to test tho Elootrokinetograph
and the second was an extension of a biological cruiso troin the edge
of the shelf into deep watur. The courues sailed and measurements
made are plotted on charts inolud1d Ji thio report (figuros 2 & 3).

Cruise B-6 over the shelf yieldod 17 current "fies" in shelf water
and a continuous record of the currents acrosui the 3ino of motion of the
ship. It was found almoeit immediately that the nature of the motion of
water over the shelf is far from lami.nar. The signal ahows the occur-
renoe of eddies, one after another, over most of the shelf (figure 4).
These have a mean diameter of two-thirds of a mile and a mean angular
velocity of approximately 1 radiam per hour. In addition there is the
rotary tide on the shelf, the data for which are tabulated and reduced
in Table 1 (sue also figruro 2),
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TA13J.4 I

Observed Angular Velocity of the Rotary Tides
on the Continental Shelf South of Block Island

Station @T --
dt

1- 2 165' 4h OQn 240m 0.690 /°ani2- 3 49 2 00 120 o,4

3-4 60 2 00 120 0.50
4- 5 98 2 00 120 0.82 outward
5- 6 90 2 00 120 0.75
6- 7 182 2 00 120 1.52 bound
7- 8 31 2 00 120 0.26
8- 9 104 2 00 120 0.87
29-10 .180 8 00 42 0.42..
9-10 180.. 8 (X 4-O 0.43

10-. 13 2 00 120 0-1111-12. 64 2 00 120 O0 53

12-13 12 2 00 120 0ot0 homalard
0-14 7 2 oo0.474 0Mmi14-15 4 2 00 120 0.03 .bound

15-16 38 2 00 120 0.32
16-17 100 4 00 240 0.42

outward bound, oub total 6.25 o .697°/rain.

homeward bound sub total 2.00 =0.250°/rain"

0.474 ) 3600
760 - in-uti / tidA. revolution

or 12.67 hours / tidal revolution

... .
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This value iB oonipenxated for the proesreos of the Ohip across cotidallines by the dicltribu~ioA of vta3bons on both legs of the cruise, Theseare not equal in number but are wevihted out in the calculation and arelkaited to the s'wue geographic zonoe The value obtained is close to the
period of the mean tidal day of 12,113 hourso

6,i the basis of those figuros it is possible to calculate the rateof progress of a given tidal phaae. The ship's mean rate of progress was0los6 to 7,5 knots, which nmutýon alte•,ed the value of dC/c• by .*0.223%/gin.froi the average value O?47 0/mnin Thum it may be concludad tf•at the vel-ocity of propagation of a tidal phase iv

0. 1.74x 7.5 knots z 16.0 knots approx.A .223

At this velocity a given tidal phase could progress landward fron the edgeof the continental shelf to the beach (roughly 100 mi.) in 6.25 hours and"return to the edge in the sane time 12.50 hours later to be in phase withthe next incoming tide,

Those numbers then represent the period of the forced oscillation ofwater on the shelf off Block Island and the velocity ot phave propagation.
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The sallitir pli•n elJo.- on C~ruise 13-6 v., l~r.i ht.~u, on ecorveo

with• a calibratlon Lqunaro cor~lc,,,oa of fu'.u' cai". IntO lepra 2J400 feeot lone,
cailed evry tio hours. Thiuv•: 1. c',,uoo . -d of the cur•rentf tran.
verse to the courn'o was obtain.o Loot. !,hor with a mo.-r.xu of the t1ue
direction and mag•iitudo of thU ct'AA'%;ýL o,!oery 15 D:., Jt wuW found that
the leew,;y of the ship didcI nct cc..',,:;ond vury ,ell with the action of
the observed eurreuit w.nd ond . both of vliich ve'e of force 4 to
5 throughcut most of the cruise, -iA z . ov'o 1.?g effucL upon the io-
tion of the ship throuLh the ro.la.d.•ivc.y weia2 curv"enL system. The voltage
record 8hows the waves al$ Well Wta the QU•rentb and oddifso It -it possible

to determine the period, intx;.'n-Kl velocity, and direction of the waves frola

the calibration cquares,. An attc:,pt vas made to jueasure the chtuiGe of in-
turnal velocity of the wavos witUx deptbh by siarting the electrodes depper
in the sea, but insurficieni, weigit of suitable shape w,,s at hand! to carry
the measurements very far down.

It was also noted that there i.s a very rigid correlation between
charnes in the temperatire and zalinity, of the sea with the uppearanze of
new current vectors. The liTD roc,)rder running continuously along with
the Electrokinetograph showed the shipo s entrance into and departure from

viarmer miore saline wiator,.

"On Cruise B3-9 which was devoted to the Electrokinetograph experDrwrntu
Ifrom the 1000 fathom line to the u.Lf Stre,•a ard return, the edge of the
Gulf 6;tream was crossed four timeo. In each case the mature value of the
current was observed within a milo of the first indicated crossing0  Of
the four crossings, the two enter'.tP. crossings are illustrated in figure o
5 and 6. It will be noted that both the period and smplitude of the eddy
"structure is changed as well as the mean speed of til current,. The sudden
changes in recorded voltage which are bracketed ar-' those measured by 900
Jogs in the sh'.p' a course. Jogs were sailed for four minutes ewvry half
hour, alternately right and left oo that the current could be fixed upon
every 4 miles wnd the zero drift checked every hour. This was found to be
a much more satisfactory procedure than calibration squares in complex vel -
ocity structures because the ship covers less ground and takes less time
during which changes in the current might occur0  Even so the best values
are only approximations since the eddying current tstructure is so variable
in detail (se3 figures 7, 8, and 9). There is indeed more information on
"the record tapes than we are presently prepareu to undqotando Aa field /`(V
work progresves new techniques will doubtleUs cole to mind whioh will
simnplifyr the records and their interpretationfl

On Cruise B-9 the recorder was fitted with a 60,000 microfarad capaci-
tor across the input so that the UAuplitude of the wave signal could be
reduced. Figure 1i shows 1he effect of the capacitor in the circuit, LJ.en

so large a value as 60,000 Aiorot'm~rsd( i inruffieienit to dwarp out the
F,' wave signal, and so 500,000 Rtc I'ofarads have been made ready for the next

cruise. This should increase tL..) accuracy of measurunent of tle relatively
slow alternations of potential duo to eddiec. Extraordinarily large oapaei-
tore can be used to dasIp out the eddy signal for measurements of the mean

current but this would discard useful data. It is obvious that the term

current must be qualified by subdivision into at least two categories:



per.hap- eddy oC" in tanlan Z 'UX•'V cn, tl.i e•..n or trnui.3pol t velocityr could

be used, The floni c,.n Ly C1,cii . Ifi coved frojm ono place to

another in tLt :oa i_3 only r;'!.ly Bv y i lte cxistrirz, method eddices
snwller than 1CO .fkaet acro101 ,x.tv J.oYt, a art thonu havingi a differential
voltage of le " t.an 02 .•mi..1>i-A , &, to tlhvir ,:low rrte of rotation.
With tho incroaoed s8n"eit'vit, , Vor.,.;,Od toh.' h'I-octrok.iriot, oralh it shuld
be possible to mekc-u-' deK,:.iL .1C or j,.o.i.%,3ibly 1000 tiruno f,•,.allero There
may be a practical lim!it d2t, A,£zuc by t:i nec.sity of dwrpilag out the
wave signal to. aCu.r ýt Xt th. d.tal.. of
detectable eddy motion beiin to comu into the f"oquencAr rarioe of waves the
two eignala could not be separuted. lyindtc(d, the cycloidal i.m)tion of %,ater
parce].s Jn wvoys iL differýrnt fJrai addy d totion oid.y in Its p'lne of movement 0

As a wave recorder tho Eloctrolkinoto,.raphf measures, i:, ito proserlt form,
only the horizontal component of wave motion. It is conceivable that a
two or even three component electrode sb?,uben couLd be devised to study
their motions in throe dLnsn ýi., Such sLu.dies at a vwiety of depths
would provide entirely new information which would. be of great value, The
case of the brealinW wave near shore as it "1fels bottorm" inou.d be particu-
larly exc g.With the incruased 9ensitivity eXpected from the microvoltrecorder model iL may be pous.ible to study the jelow oscilla.•tions of internal

waves although there are wany practical difficulties i that direction•

As a -urrent measuring device it has beeoi proven accurate iajofar as
direction is concerned under all cir nstanco4, and wi)'h a little niore work
the mag•itude6 of currents anoufld be quite re~liable. In seep water the

method seean to work without correction. At the 1200 position of the
Dalanus shown Ji fig~ure 12. she raR hove to for a oories of hydrographic

weings and biological obseivationso Th current observed b the •lec-
trokine ograph at this station was measured a4 6.83 knots 'setting /,ý 0'"
She drifted 3.25 hours to the 15J5 Loran fix covering a di,'tance of 13,8
miles into .nother current iueacurod at 4.55 knots se ttin. 160 0T. and made
leeway under a southlwest wind at the rate of 1.0 knot. lWxi.ractn.n her
leeway, her rate of drift w, 4,25 knots and direction of drift 1-4 0 . In
view of the extreme complexity of the current in this part of the ocean
and the uncertainty, due to leeway, of rtmaining in fairly corntant current
conditions, this drift station is conc.idored a good check.

Reliability thus establishod for the other 1•)-9 vailus of curront
direction in deep water the peculiar direction of' the Gulf 1;treamj ioiotion
is apparently realo T'ank euqpJriments employing what are bulieved to be
identical Reynolds nunbers yield a mneanderi Y tort of motion for the
Gulf 5tresam These observations may be taken as confir,-at.-.on of the
existence of ouch raot4onv. The mass amotion of the stream :. probably

:iven by the positions of the first and fourth crossings. A more ox-
envive cruioe is planned dui, ig which the entire Gulf Strom wll bo

crossed at least twice and the Oddie on tho northwest rlaiN, studied as
intensively as poasible with all available inians. It is interesting to
contemplate the data that might be secured by sevoral shipo sailing

. thro.u t Ulo %iankilng eyýzatnaLic oortier at different

latitudes.

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

15 June 1947
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